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ABSTRACT

Neighborhood food environments have been associated with dietary intake and
obesity. Measures of the food environment have typically been characterized with
geographic information systems (GIS)-based measures, however, the use of perceptionbased measures of the food environment have increased in frequency. Few studies have
fully examined the relationship between perceptions and GIS-based measures of the food
environment, especially considering the congruency between perceived and GIS-based
presence of specific retail food outlets, nor the relationship between food outlets and
perceived availability of healthy foods or fast food opportunities.
Telephone survey data from 705 residents in an eight-county region of South
Carolina were used to examine the relationship between GIS-based measures of food
outlets and residents’ perceptions. Perception measures included the residents’ perceived
availability of specific food outlets types (including supermarkets and fast foods), the
availability of healthy foods (fresh fruits and vegetables and low fat foods), and the
availability of fast food restaurants. GIS-based measures include the actual presence (yes
or no) of food outlets within each resident’s neighborhood and the availability (number
of) and accessibility (distance to nearest) to specific food outlets.
Significant findings indicate residents’ perceived the presence of food outlets in their
food environment quite well with percent agreements, present or not, for food outlets
ranging from 67.1% to 83.5%. Sensitivities ranged from 82.3% to 92.5% with
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supermarkets and convenience stores having excellent values (92.5% and 90.1%,
respectively). However, the availability (number of) food outlets in a neighborhood did
not have a significant association with perceived availability of healthy foods, whereas
accessibility (distance to the nearest), specifically for supermarkets, dollar and variety
stores, and fast food restaurants, was significantly associated with perceptions of healthy
foods. Lastly, only the availability and accessibility of drug and pharmacy stores and
accessibility of supermarkets were significantly associated with perceived fast food
availability. Additional analyses examined urban and non-urban residents separately.
Findings suggest that residents are quite aware of the presence of food outlets in
their food environment, however, many of the associations between GIS-based
availability and accessibility of food outlets and perceived availability of healthy foods
and fast food opportunities are not significant. Factors such as the size and urbanicity of
a residents’ GIS-based neighborhood may affect associations between perceived and
GIS-based measures.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Over the past thirty years, the prevalence of obesity and overweight in the United
States has more than doubled and but recently has leveled off (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
(8). Currently, more than two-thirds of adults and approximately one-third of children
and adolescents in the United States are overweight or obese, with some minority and
low socioeconomic groups disproportionally affected (8). Obesity has been linked to
increased morbidity and mortality (9) (10) and has become the second preventable cause
of disease and mortality in the United States, second only to tobacco use (3) (8). Similar
trends have been reported in other industrialized countries (4).
With the increased obesity prevalence in the United States, it has become more
important than ever to understand the underlying causes. In most individuals, weight
status is a result from excess calorie consumption and inadequate physical activity,
however, there are many other factors including environment, social dynamics, and
genetics that contribute to and influence energy balance (11) (12). Many socioecological models have been developed to guide researchers in studying these different
factors contributing to the obesity epidemic (11) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19). These
models or conceptual frameworks have developed into a predominate theme in which
different influences can impact an individual’s food choice, behaviors, and, ultimately,
health outcomes.
1

One such influence has been the built food environment in which the availability
and accessibility to specific food outlet types such as supermarkets and grocery stores
have been shown to be associated with dietary behavior, weight status, and health
outcomes (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25). Moreover, studies focusing on the food
environment have shown that increased availability of supermarkets and grocery stores
near an individual’s home is associated with increased consumption of fruits and
vegetables, a general healthier diet, and decreased risk of overweight and obesity (20)
(21) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34). Research also suggests that individuals
who have limited access to less healthy food outlets such as convenience stores tend to
have healthier diets and lower levels of obesity (20). When examining access to fast food
and restaurants, results are less consistent; however, some studies suggest that individuals
with limited access to fast food restaurants also have healthier diets and lower levels of
obesity (20) (23) (35).
Given these findings, new public health policies and initiatives have been
established to address availability and accessibility of healthier food options in
communities (21) (36) (37) (38) (39). In addition, efforts have been made to address
disparities in food access via targeting defined “food deserts” and underserved
communities (21) (36) (37) (38) (39).
Although findings of food environment research have shown significant
associations between food outlet availability and accessibility with dietary intake and
obesity prevalence, there are still problems when examining these relationships. Issues
with current findings include the assumption that increased availability and access to
healthy food options and food outlet types will directly translate to the awareness and
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utilization of those food options and outlets in an individual’s neighborhood food
environment. Thus, if an individual has a supermarket available in their neighborhood it
is assumed that this will translate being aware or perceiving the existence of that
supermarket and ultimately choosing to shop at that particular food outlet. In addition,
there is the assumption that increased availability and accessibility of certain food outlet
types such as supermarkets and grocery stores correspond to increased availability of
healthier food options (21) (40).
The built food environment has predominately been characterized objectively
using commercial databases and geographic information systems (GIS) (20) (30) (41)
(42). Two types of measures are usually used to assess the food environment in GIS:
density and proximity. Density is the number of food outlets in a defined area and
proximity is the distance between a specific location and the closest food outlet (42) (43).
GIS-based measures of the food environment can also be discussed in terms of
availability and accessibility. Availability is typically defined in food environment
research as the presence or density of food retail outlets in a defined area (42) (43) (44)
e.g. count of supermarkets and grocery stores within a census tract or block group.
Accessibility has been defined as the ease of access to available food options and outlets
taking into consideration factors such as travel distance, time, and/or financial resources
(43). In food access research, distance to the nearest food retailer i.e. proximity has been
the most common approach. However, accessibility has also been characterized by
several other measures including: 1) the cumulative opportunity measure, 2) gravity
based measures, and 3) random utility-based measures (43).
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Although, objective measures are typically the gold standard in food environment
assessment measures, researchers have been concerned that an individual’s perceptions of
the food environment may be just as important, either as a better predictor or a mediator
between the actual built food environment and dietary behavior and health outcomes (30)
(41) (45). Moreover, theoretical models and studies of environments and eating
behaviors have recently considered specific food environment perceptions as an
important determinant in mediating the pathway between the actual food environment
and what people eat (45).
This dissertation sought to address the association between the built food
environment and perceived measures of healthy food options and food outlet types.
Others have already begun to investigate the association between the built food
environment and perceived measures of food availability and access (46) (47) (48) (49)
(50) (30) (51) (52) (53) (41) (54) (55) (56) (57) (53) (53) (45) demonstrating interesting
results. For example, Moore and colleagues (2008) have shown that a greater density of
supermarkets within a mile of an individual’s home corresponds to a better perceived
availability of healthy food options compared to individuals with low or no density of
supermarkets (50). However, Gustafson and colleagues have provided mixed and
contrary findings in which individuals who lived in areas with a convenience store and a
supercentre had increased odds of perceiving their neighborhood high in availability of
healthy foods than individuals with no store (53). Only one study has considered how
the actual and perceived food environment varies by socio-economic characteristics (45).
No study has examined how the relationship between the built and perceived food
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environment varies when using different geographical boundaries to define a person’s
neighborhood.
By investigating the association between the built and perceived food
environment, researchers will have a better understanding on how to best inform health
policies. Thus, are GIS-based availability of food options sufficient in public health
policy and interventions or does an individual’s perceptions also play a role? Some
researchers have already begun to look into whether spatial food access measures are
mediated through perceptions of the food environment (50) (28) (58) (59).
The goal of this dissertation research is to improve the understanding of the
association between the objective measure of a person’s neighborhood food environment
and the perception of the neighborhood food environment. This will build on previous
research that ultimately aims to improve access to healthy food options, dietary intake
quality, and health outcomes.

The specific aims are the following:
Specific Aim 1: Compare the perceived and GIS-based presence of various food outlet
types (e.g. supermarkets, supercenters, small grocery stores, convenience stores, dollar
and variety stores, drug stores and pharmacies, and fast food restaurants) in an
individual’s neighborhood food environment.

Specific Aim 2: Examine the association between the perceived availability of healthy
foods (fresh fruits and vegetables and low fat products) in an individual’s neighborhood
and the GIS-based availability and accessibility measures of specific food outlet types
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(e.g. supermarkets, supercenters, small grocery stores, convenience stores, dollar and
variety stores, drug stores and pharmacies, and fast food restaurants) in an individual’s
neighborhood food environment. (Does the GIS-based food outlet type availability or
accessibility predict or influence the perceived availability of healthy food options?)
Specific Aim 3: Examine the association between the perceived availability of fast food
opportunities in an individual’s neighborhood and the GIS-based availability and
accessibility measures of fast food restaurants in an individual’s neighborhood food
environment.

Specific research questions related to these aims include:
Research Question 1: To what extent does the perceived presence agree with the actual
presence of the food outlet types using a standard 1 mile network buffer to define an
individual’s built neighborhood food environment?
Research Question 2: How does agreement change between the actual and perceived
food outlet types’ presence when varying the network buffer used to characterize the built
neighborhood food environment? (Does the agreement change when using a larger, 2, 3,
or 5, mile network buffer to define an individual’s built neighborhood food
environment?)
Research Question 3: Is perceived availability of healthy foods (fresh fruits and
vegetables and low fat products) in an individual’s neighborhood associated with the
GIS-based availability and accessibility measures of healthier food outlet types
(supermarkets, supercenters, and small grocery stores) in an individual’s neighborhood
food environment?
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Research Question 4: Is the availability and accessibility of less healthy food outlet
types (convenience stores, dollar and variety stores, drug stores and pharmacies, and fast
food restaurants) associated with the perceived availability of healthy foods?
Research Question 5: How do the association between GIS-based availability and
accessibility measures of healthier food outlet types and perceived availability of healthy
foods change when controlling for less healthier food outlet types?
Research Question 6: Is perceived availability of fast food opportunities associated with
GIS-based availability and accessibility measures of fast food restaurants in an
individual’s neighborhood food environment?
Research Question 7: How do the associations change when controlling for GIS-based
availability and accessibility measures of other food outlet types?

This research can inform policy makers and other researchers in whether their
research should include both objective and subjective measures of the food environment.
If findings suggest there is moderate or good agreement (concordance) between
perceived presence of food outlet types and the objectively measured built food
environment then this would suggest that individuals have a good picture of what stores
and restaurants are in their neighborhood food environment and would allow researchers
to focus on other individual-level factors which may influence a person’s utilization of
their neighborhood food environment and how that relates to their diet and health
outcomes. However, if there is poor concordance between perception and reality then
that would leave a question of why individuals do not accurately perceive their
neighborhood food environment. Public health researchers would need to be concerned
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that individuals are not properly informed and educated about their neighborhood
surroundings. Or it could be the case individuals are aware of food outlets, but the
quality of food items is poor.
Additionally, the findings of this dissertation could have implications for previous
research that assumes GIS-based availability or accessibility to food outlets is a good
proxy of “healthy food options” in a person’s neighborhood food environment. This
dissertation aims to examine whether individuals’ perceptions of healthy food options are
associated with the GIS-based measures. This is an important relationship to study
because it is possible for individuals to perceive the availability of healthy food options
or fast food opportunities positively, however, live in a neighborhood with few or no food
outlets. Moreover, these individuals may travel outside of their area or have their
perception influenced by other individual or neighborhood-level factors. The goal of this
dissertation is to disentangle some of the possible associations between the perceived and
built food environment. Results of this dissertation may assist researchers to decide
whether perception-based or GIS-based measures are sufficient to characterize a person’s
neighborhood environment and help policy-makers select appropriate means in which to
combat food inequalities and improve eating habits in populations. The complete
dissertation findings are presented in three distinct manuscripts.

Definitions
Perceived Food Environment – Defined by a previously validated instrument which has
been applied in the MESA Neighborhood Study (60). The purpose of the instrument was
to measure the perceived availability of healthy foods (fresh fruits and vegetables and
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low fat products; lack of fast food opportunities) within a person’s neighborhood defined
as 1 mile buffer or 20 minute walk. In addition, information on the perceived presence
(availability) of various food outlet types in each participant’s neighborhood, as a
measure of awareness on the part of the resident was collected.

Built Food Environment – The verified existence (presence, geographic location, and
type) of various food outlets within an eight-county study region of South Carolina
through data validation and field census (61). Availability and accessibility measures
were calculated based on this data collection.

Individual and Neighborhood-Level Demographic and Socio-economic Factors –
Individual-level demographic and socio-economic characteristics included age,
sex, race/ethnicity, household income, level of education, marital/partner status, and
number of individuals living in the home. These questions were based and taken directly
from the established Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) survey (62).
Neighborhood-level urbanicity was also determined using the 2010 U.S. Census defined
urban classification (63).

Hypotheses
There are many hypotheses related to the aims of this dissertation. Related to
Aim 1, it is hypothesized that individuals will have a moderate (40 – 60%) agreement
between the perceived and GIS-based presence of food outlet types with supermarkets
having the best agreement. Agreement between individuals’ perceived and GIS-based
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presence of food outlet types will improve (increase) with increasing built neighborhood
buffer size. The examination of varying neighborhood size definitions was included in
this dissertation to assess if a one mile buffer size matched the boundaries that
participants used to define their local food environment. It is possible that participants
have overestimated the size of their neighborhood environment as defined in the survey
and included food outlets not actually present within the one mile boundary. In physical
activity research, the use of different boundaries to define neighborhood has been
examined and suggests that potential differences in relevant neighborhood areas across
environmental features and population subgroups i.e. rural versus urban neighborhoods
exist (64) (65) (66).
For Aim 2, it is hypothesized that there will be a positive association between the
perception of healthy foods and the availability and accessibility of healthy food stores.
Contrarily, it is hypothesized there will be a negative association between the perception
of healthy foods and the availability and accessibility of “less healthy” food outlet types
such as convenience stores, drug and pharmacies, dollar and variety, and fast food
restaurants. When taking into account neighborhood factors, individuals living in nonurban versus urban environments will have poor associations between the perceived and
GIS-based food environments given the disparity between food outlet availability and
accessibility between urban and non-urban communities. It is hypothesized for Aim 3
that there will be a positive association between perceived availability of fast food
opportunities and availability and accessibility of fast food restaurants.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

Overview
A relationship between food environments, dietary consumption, and health
outcomes including obesity has been well established in the literature (20) (21) (26) (27)
(28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34). Moreover, techniques and concepts in measuring the
food environment have also been described (20) (67) (42) (43). This chapter will review
and discuss the literature as it relates to the importance and relevance of studying the
food environment, key findings and associations established, and how perceptions of an
individual’s perception of their food environment may have a role in the conceptual
framework involving the food environment and dietary intake.

The Built Environment
During the past decade, a shift in research has occurred in which the contribution
of environments and places to the health and health-related behaviors in individuals has
become the center of attention (68) (69) (70). It is thought that to understand those factors
that influence behavior and health, it will be necessary to describe the context and setting
of an individual’s neighborhood, work, and other physical and social environments (11)
(70) (71).
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The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) have defined the
environment as ‘‘all that is external to the individual”, with the term ‘‘built environment’’
encompassing aspects of a person’s surroundings which are human-made or modified, as
compared with naturally occurring aspects of the environment (71). Moreover, the many
ways in which the built environment influences health include not only ‘‘direct
pathological impacts of various chemical, physical, and biologic agents, but also factors
in the broad physical and social environments, which include housing, urban
development, land use, transportation, industry, and agriculture’’ (71). In a review, Papas
and colleagues (2007) suggest that understanding the impact of specific components of
the environment may provide vital information necessary to develop successful
community-based prevention efforts related to obesity and other chronic diseases (11).
Thus, researchers should explore the many different built environments to which humans
are exposed across their day-to-day lives. Environments of consideration include
residential space and activity space, as well as the connection between the two spheres
(11). For children, this has included school and recreational space. For adults,
environments of interest have included residential space, work space, and characteristics
of the travel environment between work, shopping, and personal business, social and
recreational activities and the residence (11) (71).
Evidence provides a supportive argument that environment is associated with
overweight and obesity (11) (72) (73) (74) (75) (27) (76) (77) (78) (79) (80). Moreover,
the built environment has become an important influence in creating a climate that
promotes increased energy consumption (increased food intake) and a reduction in
energy expenditure (decreased physical activity) (11).
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Obesity, Health Outcomes, and Diet
The prevalence of obesity and overweight has increased dramatically in the
United States in the past thirty years, with recent surveys reporting that two thirds of
adults are overweight or obese (3) (5) (6). Among children and adolescents, the
prevalence of overweight has tripled since 1980 (7) (4). By 2015, it is projected that 75%
of adults will be overweight or obese, and 41% will be obese (8). The data also show that
overweight and obesity do not affect all populations equally, with higher rates generally
found for Non-Hispanic Black Americans and Mexican Americans compared to NonHispanic White Americans (4,8). International obesity rates are not as high as those
reported in the United States; however similar trends have been reported in other
industrialized countries (4). Obesity has been linked to increased morbidity and mortality
(9) (10) and has become the second preventable cause of disease and mortality in the
United States, second only to tobacco use (3) (8). Moreover, individuals that are obese
have increased risk of numerous co-morbidities including type 2 diabetes mellitus,
hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, hypertriglyceridemia, cardiovascular disease, stroke,
osteoarthritis, obstructive sleep apnea, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, and cancer (10)
(9) (10) (81) (82) (83) (84). Other obesity related conditions include infertility and
reproductive disorders, depression, and social stigmatization (81).
With an increasing obesity trend and relatively high prevalence among children,
adolescents, and adults across sex, race, ethnicities, and socio-economic designations,
researchers and policy makers have recognized obesity as a major public health problem
(11). A contributing factor to the obesity epidemic has been an “obesogenic”
environment that encourages high calorie food consumption (85) (86). Thus, an
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environment that promotes healthy food access and eating habits is vital in combating
obesity.
To date, diet quality has been shown to be significantly associated with obesity.
For example, the USDA Economic Research Service (ERS) has examined the association
between fruit and vegetable consumption and obesity and found a negative relationship
between fruit and vegetable consumption and BMI (87).

Socio-Ecological Model
A socio-ecological approach has been recognized as a useful framework for
integrating the numerous influences on food consumption both at the individual and
environmental levels (14) (11) (88) (17) (16) (18) (19). Social ecological theory suggests
that individual health decisions and behaviors are determined by multiple levels of
influence, including institutional, community, and broader physical, economic, and
cultural environmental levels (88).Thus, recent attention to the contribution of built
environments to obesity (“obesogenic environments”) has led to the development of
several frameworks for empirically describing food environments with respect to the
availability, accessibility, and pricing of foods associated with healthy eating behaviors
(17) (16) (18) (19). As illustrated by Story and colleagues (2008) an ecological
framework depicting multiple influence on what people eat demonstrates the complexity
and interplay of factors that contribute to the obesity epidemic. Story and colleagues
outline the following: “Individual-level factors related to food choices and eating
behaviors include cognitions, behaviors, and biological and demographic factors.
Environmental context related to eating behaviors include social environments, physical
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environments, and macro-level environments”. These four broad levels of influence all
interact, both directly and indirectly, to impact eating behaviors (14). In Figure 1, an
adaptation of Story and colleagues’ socio-ecological model is displayed. As presented,
the availability and accessibility of food outlets (type and location) in an individual’s
neighborhood are a part of the ‘Community and Physical Environments’. An individual’s
perceptions and demographic characteristics are considered ‘Individual Factors’.

The Food Environment
The built nutritional environment, or simply the “food environment”, has become
a major focal point in environmental and health outcomes related studies. Typically, the
food environment has been described in two categories: 1) retail outlets i.e. supermarkets,
grocery stores, and convenience stores and 2) fast food and restaurants. In this section,
the two categories are discussed.

Retail Food Outlets
Food environment research suggests that access to various types of retail food
outlets and the physical availability of food products in local stores impacts food choices
(13). Further, research has produced evidence that availability and access to retail food
outlets may influence obesity risk (20) (21) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34)
(72) (73) (74) (75) (27) (76) (77) (78) (79) (80). In a review by Larson and Story (2009),
studies have focused mostly on supermarkets, grocery stores, and convenience stores
(13). Non-traditional food outlet types have been less studied and include drug stores,
dollar stores, and general merchandise stores (40) (22).
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Supermarkets are defined as large stores offering a full-line of products and
possibly the services of a deli and bakery (13). Relative to other food outlets,
supermarkets tend to have the lowest prices and offer the greatest variety of high-quality
products including fruits and vegetables and low fat products (89) (13) (90). Moreover,
audit studies of food stores tend to find that, compared with other retailers; supermarkets
provide access to healthy food in greater variety and of higher quality (91) (92) (90);
thus, access to supermarkets has become a commonly used measuring guide of the
quality of the food environment. As for grocery stores and convenience stores, stock dry
and canned goods and nonfood items are typically offered in grocery stores, with fewer
perishable products than supermarkets. Convenience stores typically have limited shelf
space, selections of staple groceries, ready-to-eat foods, and nonfood items, and little or
no produce (13) (93).
Most studies have shown positive associations between supermarket access and
healthier diets (13) (20) (21) (32) (94) (46) (50). Specifically, studies have shown that
better access to supermarket shopping is associated with improved diet quality as it
relates to fruit, vegetables, grains, folate, iron, and calcium (13) (50) (32) (94). In
contrast, access to conveniences stores, which mostly contain high-calorie foods and little
or no produce, has shown negative associations with diet quality, i.e. less fruit and
vegetable consumption (95).
As for non-traditional food outlet types, a national report indicates that the market
share of nontraditional outlets has increased from 17.4% in 1994 to 31.6% in 2005 (96)
(22). Moreover, “dollar stores are emerging as important sources of food for many
Americans looking to stretch their dollar, and the proliferation of drug stores is in part a
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retail strategy to appeal to convenience with 4.8% of all food sales occurring in drug
stores in 2005” (96). Given these findings, researchers should begin to incorporate these
food outlets types into food environment research.

Fast Food and Restaurants
Fast food outlets and restaurants provide diverse food options for individuals with
the research suggesting that the availability and accessibility to these food outlet types
has a profound impact on food choices and obesity risk (20) (13) (97). Most research
studies have broadly categorized restaurants as either limited-service or full-service
restaurants. Limited-service restaurants are typically defined to include quick-service and
fast-food establishments that prepare bulk amounts of food in advance and have
customers pick up and pay for their food order at a counter before eating (13) (98). In
contrast, full-service restaurants are characterized by having wait staff deliver customers’
orders to their table (13). In a study by Lee and colleagues (2010), carry-out restaurants
offered the lowest availability of healthy food choices (99).
In this realm, researchers have found that individuals that frequently eat at fast
food restaurants have a less healthful and higher-calorie diet and increased risk of obesity
(100) (101) (102) (103) (104) (105) (106) (107) (23). Moreover, these studies have found
that frequent use of fast food restaurants is related to diets low in fruits and vegetables,
diary, and many key micronutrients. Additionally, eating fast food has been linked to
weight gain and diabetes (100). However, studies have found mixed results when
relating fast food restaurant availability, diet quality, and weight status (108) (77) (23)
(109) (46) (78) (110) (80). Thus, many studies have found that neighborhood access to a
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fast food restaurant has no significant association with dietary intake. As for full-service
restaurants, some evidence has suggested that individuals that frequent these
establishments have healthier diets and lower levels of obesity (26) (110) (80) (23).

Individual and Neighborhood-Level Characteristics and Food Access
The relationship between the food environment and individual and neighborhoodlevel social characteristics can be discussed on multiple tiers including demographic (i.e.
age and race/ethnicity), socio-economic (factors such as income and education), and by
level of urbanization (urban versus rural communities). A growing body of evidence
indicates differences by these tiers contribute to many disparities in food availability,
access, and consumption in the United States (20).
In the realm of neighborhood differences and availability of food, a recent review
by Larson and colleagues (2009) sought to describe research relating to neighborhood
characteristics and food access (20). Larson and colleagues found that many studies have
shown that residents in rural, low income, and minority communities are most often
affected by poor access to supermarkets, chain grocery stores, and healthful food
products (20). However, inconsistencies exist in some studies when comparing rural and
urban communities. Thus, the food environment can affect outcomes in both urban and
rural areas, but the causes and consequences within each may be different.
In another review, Michimi and Wimberly (2010) echo similar findings pointing
out that impoverished neighborhoods, predominantly consisting of minority groups, are
typically further away from supermarkets and quality, healthy food products when
compared to wealthier, predominantly White neighborhoods in large metropolitan areas
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and urban counties in many studies (111). Michimi and Wimberly conclude that in the
literature, differences in access to food retailers that carry healthy food are often due to
socioeconomic status and residential location and in rural communities the types of food
outlets available and the range of healthy foods offered can vary greatly (111).
Given the many studies published, researchers have defined food environments
with limited access to healthy and affordable food as “food deserts” (21) (24) (25). This
term was originated in the early 1990s by Cummins and Macintyre (2002) where the
authors defined food deserts as “poor urban areas, where residents could not buy
affordable, healthy food” (112). This definition focuses on the type and quality of foods
rather than the number, type and size of the food stores available to residents; however,
since then, the phrase has been used differently by different researchers (25). In yet
another review, Beaulac and colleagues (2009), state that most studies of food deserts
commonly assess differential accessibility to healthy and affordable food between
socioeconomically advantaged and disadvantaged areas (24). For example, the CDC has
recently developed policy-level measures to study disparities in food access (113) (37).
Like neighborhood-level characteristics, individual-level factors regarding
demographics and socioeconomic status, such as income and transportation, are
important to be considered in food environment research. Although, many studies have
involved neighborhood-level measures to illustrate disparities in food availability and
access, the use of individual-level measures provides substantial context when examining
utilization of the food environment. For example, the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) reports that ‘access’ to a supermarket or large grocery store is only a
problem for a small percentage of U.S. households, but urban core areas with limited
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food access are characterized by greater racial segregation and income inequality. In
small-town and rural areas with limited food options, the lack of transportation
infrastructure is the most defining characteristic for individuals (21).

Defining the Food Environment: Neighborhood Boundaries
One challenge in measuring the food environment is determining the appropriate
boundaries in which to define an individual’s neighborhood, specifically, the geographic
space in which an individual may travel to obtain food.
In recent reviews, the environmental features of residential neighborhoods have
been defined either by the surrounding administrative unit (e.g., census tract, block
group, or ZIP code) in most studies and as a “buffer” (e.g. 0.5 or 1 mile radius) in the
remaining studies (114) (115) (116) . Moreover, “neighborhood” can have different
connotations depending on an individual’s interpretation (117). Given these
discrepancies in defining neighborhood, a few studies have tried to examine these
differences in the field of physical activity (66) (117). For example, in a study examining
individuals’ walking neighborhood boundaries Smith and colleagues (2010) found that
adults’ interpretation of their neighborhood area does not appear to relate accurately to
the definitions typically used in research into environmental perceptions and walking.
The researchers concluded that further investigation of the definitions used in existing
measures may be warranted (66).
Recently the use of GIS technology and data has made it possible to construct
measures of “neighborhood” or the local food environment that can be individualized to a
specific home, worksite, school, or other community address (i.e. activity space) via
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straight-line or network buffers around these locations (118). A buffer consists of
defining a zone around a given location within a specified distance or shape. The
location can be a point (home, school, work, or food outlet address), a line (street or
road), or a polygon (neighborhood) (42). Most studies define buffers in order to quantify
the availability or accessibility of food outlets. In the literature, buffers have been used
around a respondent’s home (89) (119) (32) (95) (78) (8), around a school (120) (121),
and around food stores (122) (92), and around the centroid (geometric center) of each
neighborhood (123) (124) (125) (126). Typically, a one-mile buffer around an
individual’s home has been accepted as a definition of neighborhood (115).

Measuring the Food Environment
Different methodological procedures have been used to characterize the food
environment. These methods, both objective and subjective, have been used to assess
variables related to the presence, quality, and proximity to food options and food outlet
types in individuals’ neighborhood food environments (42) (118) (67). In a review by
Charreire and colleagues (2010), objective methods are the most frequently used to assess
the food environment and to date have generally involved geographic information
systems (GIS) (42). Additional objective measures include store audits (16) (97) and
market baskets which aim to provide descriptive information on the pricing and quality of
foods in retail stores and the food environment (67). Subjective methods include surveys
of individual perception of the food environment including availability and accessibility
to food options (94) (127) (42).
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Objective GIS measures of the food environment can be discussed in terms of
availability and accessibility. Availability is typically defined in food environment
research as the physical location or presence of food retail outlets in a defined area (42)
(43) (44). It is also used as a term to describe the presence of healthier foods within
stores (67). Accessibility has been defined as the ease of access to available food options
and outlets taking into consideration factors such as travel distance, time, and/or financial
resources (43). However, the terms availability and accessibility are frequently used
interchangeably.

Geographical Integrated Systems (GIS) Measures of the Food Environment
GIS are computer-based methods which by using different information sources,
enable spatial and other data formats to be organized, managed and combined. They
result in output that can be analyzed according to a geographic location (42). Analyses
can then be carried out to model potential interactions between the different types of
information at hand. In public health, examples of the use of GIS methods include the
analysis of disparities in access to healthcare and, more recently, the association between
the built environment and physical activity and nutrition (42).
Accessibility has been defined in GIS analyses by several measures including: 1)
cumulative opportunity measures, 2) gravity based measures, and 3) random utility-based
measures (43). Cumulative opportunity measures are a count of food outlets within a
given area assigning less weight to food outlets further away (43). Gravity measures
involve weighting measures by some factors such as size of food outlet or employee
number and random utility-based measures uses the probability of an individual making a
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decision to utilize a food outlet based on attributes assigned to that choice relative to all
choices (43). Besides these measures, simple proximity or distance to nearest food outlet
type has also been used as a form of accessibility (42) (115) (43) (125) (122) . Proximity
can be measured by a straightline (Euclidean distance) or by travel time (time needed to
travel to a food outlet).
Availability is a simple measure, and is typically the density or presence of food
outlets or resources in a particular defined geographic area (43). Density has been
typically defined by administrative areas (i.e. Census tract or ZIP codes) or an area
defined by the researchers (i.e. buffer) (43).

Perceptions of the Food Environment
A major challenge in food environment research is the need for valid and reliable
measures (13) (30) (41). Geographic information systems (GIS) have been the most
common approaches for assessing local food environments (30) (41) (50). The use of
GIS technology has allowed researchers to determine and map the presence of food
outlets in an individual’s environment and develop measures, however, “the presence of a
food store may not necessarily translate into enhanced perceptions of food access,
especially if the quality of the food in the store is less than ideal” (41).
Recently, surveys have increasingly been used to characterize the food
environment (128) (129) (130) (50) (30) (131) (132) by obtaining information on
residents’ perceptions of the availability of healthy food items in their neighborhood (50)
(30) as well as information on perceived presence of food outlets (45). Given this
increased use of perception-based measures, researchers such as Moore and colleagues
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(2008) stress the importance of understanding the relationship between perception
measures and GIS-based measures of the local food environment. Ultimately, this will
lead to improving measurement instruments, understanding of the influence of the food
environment, interpretation of food environment related studies (50).
Perception-based measures have already been explored in the field of physical
activity and the built environment with more than 100 published studies (133) (134)
(135). The “environment” in these studies includes a combination of the physical (built)
environment, social factors, and policy influences (135). To date, a many studies have
made efforts to assess perceptions of the food environment (50) (30) (41) (54) (49) (55)
(56) (52) (47) (57) (53) (53) (45) (48) (136) (137) (138) (139).
The most notable study by Moore and colleagues (2008) developed a three-item
instrument to assess perceived availability of healthy foods within a 1 mile radius (or 20
minute walk) of participants’ residence (50). This study found that participants living in
areas of low supermarket density rated their perceived availability of healthy foods lower
(17%) than those living in areas with the highest densities of supermarkets (50). Moore
et al. also found that perceived availability to healthy foods was lowest for Non-Hispanic
Black and low-income participants. Other published analyses by Moore and colleagues
have also linked perceived and actual measures of the food environment to dietary intake.
Moore et al. have reported that individuals without supermarkets near their homes are
less likely to have a healthy diet than those with many stores, after adjusting for age, sex,
race/ethnicity, and socioeconomic indicators (30).
In 2009, Freedman and Bell developed a healthful foods scale which consisted of
an eight-item inventory that asked participants to rate food stores in their neighborhood
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according to a five-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). The
inventory focused on access to healthful foods, access to alcohol and tobacco, and the
quality and value of the neighborhood food stores. An overall measure of participants’
perceptions of access to healthful foods was calculated using all eight items in the
inventory (Cronbach’s α = 0.64, N = 37). Due to a low level of internal consistency yield
from an initial composite, ultimately, a subset of four items was retained and included in
the overall perceptions of access to healthful food scales (Cronbach’s α = 0.80, N = 37).
Freedman and Bell found that participants’ perceptions of access to healthful foods
mirrored the reality of their food environments; however, perceptions of access to alcohol
and tobacco were was not as accurate. Limitations of this study include the use of a
small, nonrandom sample thus limiting the external generalizability of the findings.
Similarly to other food environment studies, a 1 mile radius about a participants’
residence was used to define and capture access to food. However, the authors pointed
out that they did not know if the boundaries match the boundaries that participants used
to define their local food environment (41).
In rural seniors (60 – 90 years) from the 2006 Brazos Valley Health Assessment,
Sharkey and colleagues have used both objective and perceived measures of food store
access and found that increased distance to the nearest supermarket, food store with a
good variety of fresh and processed fruit, or food store with a good variety of fresh and
processed vegetables were associated with decreased daily consumption of fruit,
vegetables, and combined fruit and vegetables, after controlling for the influence of
individual characteristics and perceptions of community and home food resources (52).
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Another study by Gustafson and colleagues (2011) sought to highlight the
similarities and differences between perceived and objective measures of the food store
environment among 168 low-income women in North Carolina and the association with
diet and weight. Overall, the study presented conflicting results when comparing
subjective and objective measures at the store and neighborhood levels, while pointing to
an association between objective (but not subjective) food store environment measures
with weight and fruit and vegetable intake. In addition, Gustafson found that individuals
who lived in census tracts with a convenience store and a supercentre had higher odds of
perceiving their neighborhood high in availability of healthy foods (OR = 6.87 (95% CI
2.61, 18.01)) than individuals with no store.
In 2004, Garasky and colleagues found that rural clients were more likely than
urban or suburban to perceive their food environment as having an inadequate number of
supermarkets (50% compared to 22% and 13%, respectively). In addition, suburban
clients’ perceived local food as being more affordable compared to urban and rural
clients; however, transportation concerns were the greatest among suburban and rural
clients. In an Australian study by Giskes and colleagues, perceptions of food price and
availability, rather than actual (objective) measures of the local food environment, were
significantly associated with food-purchasing patterns (49).
A non-profit organization, The Food Trust, in Philadelphia has conducted work to
investigate food access and disparities in which they included a perception of grocery
quality in their field work (48). They found that nearly 228,000 residents believe that the
quality of the groceries available in their neighborhood is fair or poor. Moreover, one in
three poor adults in Philadelphia, representing 66,700 residents, report having fair or poor
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quality groceries in their neighborhoods compared to 17.8% of non-poor adults. Also,
black adults (31%) were more likely to report having fair or poor quality groceries in
their neighborhoods compared to Latino (24%), Asian (15%), and White (11%) adults.
Overall, adults in fair or poor health were nearly twice as likely to report a poor quality of
groceries compared to adults in good or excellent health (15% vs. 7.5%).
In 2008, Inglis and colleagues was one of the first to examine the contribution of
perceptions of food availability, accessibility, and affordability as a potential mediator for
socioeconomic differences in fruit, vegetable, and fast food consumption finding that
when considering perceptions, the association between socioeconomic variables and diet
were not as significant or not significant at all (136).
In one of the first studies using multilevel regression analysis to examine factors
that may affect individual perceptions of the neighborhood food environment, Zenk and
colleagues (2009) found that satisfaction with neighborhood availability of fresh fruits
and vegetables was lower in neighborhoods with greater concentration of AfricanAmerican residents, but was not associated with neighborhood poverty (138).
Additionally, Zenk found that living farther away from a supermarket was associated
with lower satisfaction and individual education level modified the relationships between
neighborhood availability of smaller food stores (small grocery stores and convenience
stores) and neighborhood fresh fruits and vegetable satisfaction (138).
Lastly, Williams and colleagues in 2011 published findings on the congruency
between the perceived and objective food environment showing that there is poor
matching between what is availability in a person’s neighborhood compared to their
perception in a survey of 1,393 women in Australia (45). Food outlets included in their
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analyses were supermarkets, ‘fruit and vegetable stores’, and fast food stores. In
addition, Williams and colleagues found that socioeconomic disadvantage had little
impact on the relationship between the perceived and objective food environment (45).

Bridging the Gap Between the Perceived and Actual Food Environment
Though limited in number and quality, perceptions studies have been able to show
that there is a positive association between supermarket availability and perceived
availability of healthy foods (50); however, others have reported mixed and contrary
findings (53). In addition, researchers have found poor agreement between perceived and
actual presence of three food outlet types, but have not been able to fully account for the
findings (45). No study has examined how the relationship between the actual, built and
perceived food environment varies when using different geographical boundaries to
define a person’s neighborhood. Lastly, only one study has studied the fast food
environment as it relates to fast food and dietary intake quality using a self-reported or
perceived fast food availability measure (51).
Thus, additional research is needed to explain the association between the
perception of healthy food options and different food outlet types and the actual food
environment. This will contribute to the overall understanding of food outlet utilization
and food consumption (See Figure 2).
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Figure 2.1. Socio-Ecological Model for Healthy Food Options and Individual Eating Behavior
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Figure 2.2. Conceptual Framework: Food Environment, Utilization, and Dietary Intake
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODS

Overview
The aims of this dissertation were to examine the association between the
perceived and built neighborhood food environments in a sample of primary food
shoppers in South Carolina. Understanding the relationship between individuals’
perceptions and their actual food surroundings may provide insight into their actual food
shopping behaviors, eating patterns, and, ultimately, their diet-related health outcomes
including obesity. Further, the results of this work may provide a new perspective on
how researchers should consider (or reconsider) food outlet location in public health
nutrition research. To advance our understanding of this relationship, responses from a
survey of 968 primary household food shoppers were utilized along with corresponding
geographically ground-truthed, validated food outlet information within an eight-county
region in South Carolina.
Data for the proposed aims originate from two previous projects, (1) an EightCounty Food Environment Study and (2) a Perceptions and Diet Study both funded under
the Principal Investigator, Angela D. Liese, PhD, MPH, FAHA at the Center for Research
in Nutrition and Health Disparities, Arnold School of Public Health, University of South
Carolina.
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The following sections will describe (1) the utilization of data from the two
projects, (2) data linkage and management, and (3) data analyses.

Eight-County Food Environment Study
Funded by the National Institute of Health (NIH), the study entitled “Developing
Measures of Built Nutritional Environment”, referred as the ‘Eight-County Food
Environment Study’, (1R21CA132133-01) aimed to explore and quantify the nutritional
environment. Specifically, the project systematically conceptualized and explored
various food outlet availability and accessibility measures in a region spanning both rural
and urban environments in South Carolina.
For this purpose, Dr. Liese and her research team established a spatially and
temporally verified database comprised of 2,208 food outlets including the global
positioning system (GPS) coordinates on all outlets. Thus, this study established a
database representing the actual, built food environment on which these dissertation
analyses were based. In addition, Dr. Liese’s project has led to the development of a
range of spatial measures of the community food environment using GIS.
Specific details of the study region, the food outlet data collection and
management, and availability and accessibility measures developed in the Eight-County
Food Environment Study are outlined in the following sections. Items discussed
represent those facets of data which pertain directly to the aims of this dissertation.
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Study Area
The study area consisted of a contiguous geographical area encompassing a total
of eight counties (seven rural and one urban) in the Midlands region of the state of South
Carolina (SC) (See Figure 1). The urban county, Richland, contains the state capital,
Columbia, which is in the center in the middle of the state. The seven rural counties
(Calhoun, Chester, Clarendon, Fairfield, Kershaw, Lancaster, and Orangeburg) comprise
the rest of the study area. The study region covers 5,575 square miles (or 8,972
kilometers) and a population of more than 620,000 (15% of South Carolina’s population),
approximately half of whom are minority, primarily Black or African American, and
spans a broad range of socioeconomic characteristics (140).

Establishing the Eight-County Food Environment
Constructing the spatially validated food environment database required several
steps including: (1) obtaining a list of all possible food outlets in the eight-county study
region, (2) field census i.e. groundtruthing and validation of all possible food outlets
obtained, and (3) verifying the classification of all food outlet types. Data on food outlets
in the study region were obtained from three secondary data sources, including the
Licensed Food Services Facilities Database, from the SC Department of Health and
Environmental Control (SCDHEC), Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. (D&B) and InfoUSA, Inc.
D&B and InfoUSA listings were queried for specific North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS) codes corresponding to facilities that sell food. A list of
all facilities included are shown in Table 1. Each database was reviewed separately and
duplicate entries (based on name and address) and outlets that were ineligible because of
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geography or outlet type were removed. The databases were then merged by name and
address into a single comprehensive database that listed each food outlet only once.
Next, a field census was conducted to verify the presence and location of each
food outlet listed in the comprehensive database and to identify new, unlisted outlets. In
addition, the GPS coordinates of each food outlet were recorded using a handheld device.
Once the groundtruthing and field census work was complete, the accuracy of the food
outlet type classifications was verified. To differentiate the types of food outlets,
research staff first began by using the NAICS definitions as the basis of outlet type
groups. For all listed food outlets, the NAICS codes were reviewed carefully by multiple
team members and corrected manually as needed to remove obvious assignment errors.
For all outlets that could not be assigned with certainty, team members conducted internet
research and ultimately called the outlet to self-identify. For newly-discovered outlets,
the type was assigned during groundtruthing. Specific and detailed methods of the
groundtruthing and validation methods for establishing the Eight-County Food
Environment are described thoroughly by Liese and colleagues (61) (141). The final
distribution of open and availability food outlets in the eight county region is present in
Figure 2.

Development of Availability and Accessibility Measures
GIS Software Utilization
Besides establishing the actual food locations, the Eight-County Food
Environment Study explored availability and accessibility measures using ArcGIS
software (Version 9.3, ESRI, Redlands, CA) and TIGER 2008 street and road network
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data files (142). The ArcGIS software allowed for the construction of a spatially and
temporally accurate and validated database of the food environment in which data, from a
variety of sources, could be integrated and structured to conduct mapping activities and
statistical analyses. These GIS data layers were used to create work maps for the
groundtruthing effort, overlay the food outlet databases with road files to create
assignments of food outlet location to Census tracts or block groups and facilitate
computation of distances for the availability and accessibility measures

Food Environment Availability and Accessibility Measures
Development and application of availability and accessibility measures to the
food environment database focused on two primary types of spatial measures: (1)
cumulative indices and (2) proximity measures.

Cumulative Indices (CI)
The cumulative indices or CI is an availability measure and represents the number
of food outlets in a specific spatial unit and is defined as the number of outlets of type j in
the i th unit as nij.

CIij = nij
The spatial unit can be any defined geography such as a U.S. census tract, block group, or
in the case of this dissertation, road and street network buffers around a residential
address. To date, this is the most frequently used measure being utilized in various built
environment studies(33) (26) (27) (76) (77) (78,130) (41) (42) (115) (43). Simple
derivatives of this index include density measures, either relative to population (93) (77)
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(80) (143) or to area (126) (80). An underlying limitation of the CI is that the spatial unit
defines the perimeter of a “neighborhood”, i.e. constrains the availability measure to have
a “local” nature.

Proximity or Distance to Nearest (DTN)
The distance to nearest (DTN) measure represents the closest food outlet
determined by the shortest road and street network distance. It has been utilized in
several studies related to the food environment (108) (144) (78) (145).

DTNij = min�dij �
In these dissertation analyses, the groundtruthed, validated data was utilized to
derive these two GIS-based availability and accessibility measures relative to
participants’ home (residential) addresses using various neighborhood defined network
buffers.

Neighborhood Urbanicity
Analyses for the Eight-County Food Environment Study were conducted at the
level of Census tracts and block groups. Census tracts cover, on average, a population of
4,000 individuals. The Census block group is the smallest geographical unit for which
the Census bureau publishes data and is only collected from a fraction of households. In
total, 150 Census tracts and 489 block groups lie within the eight-county study area. Each
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spatial unit is classified individually with respect to level of urbanization (urban or nonurban) using the 2010 U.S. Census definition (63).

Perceptions and Diet Study
The Perceptions and Diet Study (3R21CA132133-02S1) addressed a set of aims
supplemental to the Eight-County Food Environment Study. It specifically supported the
addition of individual-level information to enhance Dr. Liese’s evaluation of the GISbased availability and accessibility measures by relating them to an individual’s selfreported perception of their immediate environment including their food shopping
behavior and dietary intake.
In order to accomplish the Perceptions and Diet Study, the following tasks were
performed: (1) develop and pre-test survey on perceptions of the built (food) nutritional
environment using focus groups and qualitative methods; and (2) conduct a telephone
survey assessing the perceptions of the built nutritional environment, shopping behavior,
and dietary intake among approximately 1,000 residents of the eight-county SC study
region.
Details of the survey development and administration are outlined in the next few
sections. In addition, the data collected from the telephone survey which relates to the
proposed dissertation aims are described. These portions of the survey instrument
include: (1) perceptions of the food environment and (2) the demographic characteristics.
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Survey Development and Focus Groups
The survey development work included a phase of pilot testing and focus groupbased refinement across urban and rural areas and racial and socio-economic groups.
Specifically, there were 6 focus groups in which the research team developed and
evaluated the survey instrument. Theoretical sampling involved recruiting focus group
participants representing urban, suburban, and rural settings, with two groups in each.
Each focus group included approximately 8 participants; Participants were recruited
through community and social networks in each locale (e.g., through churches, health
clinics, and community centers). The focus groups were semi-structured and provided an
opportunity for participants to offer suggestions about the questions the research team
were considering for use to assess perceptions of availability of healthy foods and other
research components. It also allowed for crafting a survey that could be administered in a
15 to 20 minute timeframe.

Participants – Recruitment, Eligibility, and Enrollment into the Perceptions and
Diet Study
Cross-sectionally designed, a geographically-based sample of approximately
1,000 adults who were the primary food shoppers of their household were recruited in the
eight-county study region. Selection into the sample of households to participate in this
study was done through random-digit dialing of landline telephone numbers (with listed
addresses). Recruitment calls were made by the interviewing staff of the University of
South Carolina (USC) Survey Research Laboratory (SRL). During the telephone calls,
respondents were screened with respect to meeting the eligibility criteria including being
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a) at least 18 years, b) the primary food shopper, c) capable of speaking English, and d)
living in the eight county study area. Being the primary food shopper was determined by
self report using a question (proxy) developed during survey development and focus
group work.
As mentioned, the sample was restricted to households within the study region.
This was accomplished by using a sample restricted to the 64 eligible ZIP codes of the
eight-county study region with a goal of 15 respondents per ZIP code.

Survey Instrument
The final survey instrument consisted of six separate sections that included the
following: (1) perceptions of the food environment, (2) primary and secondary food
shopping behavior, (3) eating out behavior, (4) eating identity, (5) dietary behaviors, and
(6) demographic characteristics. However, only the perceptions of the food environment
and demographic characteristics are outlined in this section as these data directly address
the dissertation aims.

Perceptions of the Food Environment
Perceptions of the food environment were ascertained and based on a previously
validated instrument which has been applied in the MESA Neighborhood Study, a largescale epidemiologic study (60). The purpose of the instrument was to measure the
perceived availability of healthy foods within a person’s neighborhood defined as 1 mile
buffer or 20 minute walk. The properties of this instrument have been described and
tested resulting in a Cronbach’s α of 0.78 and a test-retest reliability measure of 0.69
(95% CI = 0.57, 0.77)(131). A Cronbach’s α of 0.92 and a test-retest reliability measure
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of 0.71 (95% CI = 0.60, 0.80) was determined in a sub-sample (n = 101) of participants in
the Perceptions and Diet Study. Survey participants were asked to indicate the extent to
which they agree with the following statements: (1) “A large selection of fruits and
vegetables is available in my neighborhood”, (2) “the fresh fruits and vegetables in my
neighborhood are of high quality”, and (3)”a large selection of low-fat products is
available in my neighborhood”. The neighborhood considered was defined as a 1 mile
buffer or 20 minute walk around a person’s home address. For analysis, each question
was graded on a five-point Likert scale and aggregated into a summary score with 0
indicating worst availability of healthy foods and 12 indicating best availability. A
separate question scored on a five-point Likert scale (Score Range 0 – 4) was asked to
measure perception of fast food opportunities in a participant’s neighborhood.
Specifically, the survey participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they agree
with the following statement: “There are many opportunities to purchase fast foods in my
neighborhood such as McDonald’s, Taco Bell, KFC and takeout pizza places etc”. This
question had been previously tested for reliability with a κ (kappa) of 0.58 (95% CI =
0.39, 0.78) (60). The Perceptions and Diet Study data resulted in a test-retest reliability
measure of 0.66 (0.54, 0.76).
In addition, information on the perceived presence (availability) of various food
outlet types in each participant’s neighborhood, as a measure of awareness on the part of
the resident was collected. Neighborhood was defined as a 1 mile buffer or 20 minute
walk around the participant’s home. The food outlet types included supermarkets,
supercenters, smaller grocery stores, convenience stores, freestanding drug and pharmacy
stores, dollar and variety stores, specialty stores i.e. meat market, bakery, etc., franchised
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fast food restaurants, and sit down restaurants. This question has not been previously
utilized in the literature and was included in the Perceptions and Diet Study survey. In a
sample (n = 101) of the Perceptions and Diet Study participants, these questions had a
Spearman’s correlation range of 0.67 to 0.98 and test-retest reliability measures ranging
from 0.51 to 0.95. Supermarkets had a test-retest reliability of 0.77 (95% CI = 0.68,
0.84). Supermarkets had a Spearman’s correlation of 0.77 and supercenters had a
Spearman’s correlation of 0.96. The perceptions questions are displayed in Figure 3.
During questioning, interviewers emphasized participants to think of their neighborhood
as an area within a 20 minute walk or 1 mile distance from home.

Individual Demographic and Socioeconomic Characteristics
A small number of questions on individual-level demographic and socioeconomic characteristics were included on the survey. Characteristics included age, sex,
race/ethnicity, height and weight, household income, level of education, marital status,
participation in physical activity, diabetes status, transportation, home ownership, and
number of individuals living in the home. These questions were based and taken directly
from the established BRFSS survey (62). Survey respondents were also asked for their
residential address for GIS purposes. In the Perception and Diet Study 70% of
participants provided their address. Those unwilling were asked for the street names at
the closest intersection. In the end, all addresses were accounted for either via the survey
response or by using the street address included in the original telephone listing.
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Data Linkage and Management
The survey data from each of the Perceptions and Diet Study respondent were
assigned a unique identification (ID) number and geocoded to be linkable to geo-spatial
data of the Eight-County Food Environment Study. The Eight-County Food Environment
data include U.S. Census-based neighborhood-level characteristics i.e. level of
urbanization.
Subsequently, GIS-based availability and accessibility measures were calculated
using the participants’ home address as the point of reference. These measures included
the CI and DTN for the various food outlet types characterized in the Eight-County Food
Environment Study and surveyed in the Perceptions and Diet Study. The food outlet
types in which these two GIS-based measures were calculated include supermarkets,
supercenters, grocery stores, warehouse clubs, convenience stores, drug and pharmacy
stores, dollar and variety stores, and franchised limited service restaurants. In addition,
GIS-based measures for a new aggregation of food outlet types were computed. This
aggregation called “supermarkets” consisted of the sum of food outlets originally
classified as ‘supermarkets’, ‘supercenters’, ‘grocery stores’, and ‘warehouse clubs’.
This variable is based on the notion that supermarkets, supercenters, and grocery stores
typically represent those food outlets which provide access to healthy food in greater
variety, higher quality, and affordability (91) (92); thus, access to these food outlets has
become a commonly used criterion of the quality of the food environment. This
classification has been previously used by CDC in their 2009 State Indicator Report on
Fruits and Vegetables (113).
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The two GIS-based measures (CI and DTN) were calculated for the designated
food outlet types at varying buffer sizes. These buffer sizes are based on road and street
network buffers set at 1, 2, 3, and 5 miles centered on each participant’s home address.
In previous research, a 1 mile buffer size has typically defined an individual’s
neighborhood.

Final Dataset for Analyses
Variables of importance included those pertaining to perception-based measures
(perceptions of the food environment survey questions), GIS-based derived variables (CI
and DTN for each food outlet type varied by buffer size), individual-level demographic
and socio-economic characteristics (Survey-based), and neighborhood-level urbanicity.
The variables are described further in the next section. All data management were
conducted in ArcInfo, Microsoft Excel, and SAS software version 9.2 (Cary, NC).

Definition of Variables
Perception-Based Measures
Perceived presence of different food outlet types is based on the participants’
responses to the following survey question, “Which of the following stores, if any, are
located in Your Neighborhood, that is within a 20 minute walk or 1 mile from your
home?” (Figure 3) Nine individual food outlet types were included in the questionnaire
resulting in 9 individual variables regarding perceived presence of a food outlet type in an
individual’s neighborhood. Specifically, the survey assessed the presence of a
supercenter, supermarket, small grocery store, convenience store with or without a gas
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station, specialty store (such as a meat market, seafood market, green grocer, or bakery),
freestanding drug and pharmacy store, dollar and/or variety store, franchised fast food
restaurant, and a sit down or buffet style restaurant. Each variable is coded
dichotomously, categorized as either yes or no. In addition, a variable for aggregating
food outlets originally classified as ‘supermarkets’, ‘supercenters’, ‘grocery stores’, and
‘warehouse clubs’ was created. It was also coded dichotomously, categorized as either
yes or no.
The perceived availability of healthy foods score is calculated using the three
questions developed and utilized previously by Echeverria and colleagues (60) and later
Mujahid and colleagues (131). Survey participants were asked to indicate the extent to
which they agree with the following statements: (1) A large selection of fruits and
vegetables is available in my neighborhood, (2) the fresh fruits and vegetables in my
neighborhood are of high quality, and (3) a large selection of low-fat products is available
in my neighborhood. Each question is graded on a five-point Likert scale and aggregated
into a summary score with 0 indicating worst availability of healthy foods and 12
indicating best availability.
The fast food perception score is based on a single, separate question and is also
scored on a five-point Likert scale with 0 indicating worst availability and 4 indicating
best availability. Specifically, the survey participants were asked to indicate the extent to
which they agree with the following statement: “There are many opportunities to
purchase fast foods in my neighborhood such as McDonald’s, Taco Bell, KFC and
takeout pizza places etc.” (Figure 3)
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GIS-Based Availability and Accessibility Measurement Variables
The actual presence of a food outlet type is based on the GIS verified food outlet
database developed in the Eight-County Food Environment Study. For each participant,
the actual presence of each of the nine food outlet types questioned in the perceptions
survey as well as the created variable for “supermarkets” were determined using the
home address of each individual as a point of reference and ArcGIS software. The
presence of each food outlet type were determined at 1, 2, 3, and 5 mile road and street
network buffer ranges. If a food outlet type is present, the corresponding variable was
coded as yes; if not present, the variable was coded as no. This process resulted in 40
separate variables for each study participant related to the presence of each separate food
outlet type at various buffer sizes.
The availability measure CI represents the count of a particular food outlet type
within a given spatial unit or network buffer for each study participant. It is a continuous
variable. For analysis, there were several CI measure variables calculated around each
participant’s home address. The food outlet types included in this group of variables
include the aggregated variable for “supermarkets” in the Eight-County Food
Environment Study and the Perceptions and Diet Survey as well as measures for
convenience stores, drug and pharmacy stores, and dollar and variety stores, and
franchised fast food outlets. In total, five different CI measure variables were determined
for each study participant.
Distance to the nearest store (DTN) was calculated for the five food outlet types
used for the CI variables. The DTN is a continuous variable calculated by using the
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shortest road and street network distance to a particular food outlet type in ArcGIS. In
total, five different DTN related variables were calculated for each study participant.

Individual Demographic and Socio-economic Factors
Age at time of survey is a continuous variable in years. Sex is a dichotomous
variable, coded either male (=2) or female (=1). Race/ethnicity will be categorized as a
dichotomous variable with a Non-Hispanic White group (=1) and a group categorized as
Minority (consists of Non-Hispanic Black or African American, Hispanic, and/or other
race/ethnicity) (=2).
Household income is a categorical variable and will be divided into four
increments of income. Specifically, the categories are: (1) Less than $20,000 (reference
group), (2) $20,000 or more. Education level is a variable categorized into three groups:
(1) not a high school graduate, (2) high school graduate, no college, (3) some college and
higher. Not a high school graduate will be the reference group. Spouse or partner status
is a dichotomous variable, coded as yes or no. Employment status is a categorical
variable grouped as employed (reference group), not employed, or retired. The number
of individuals living in a participant’s household is a continuous variable.

Neighborhood Urbanicity
Neighborhood urbanicity was assigned to each study participant using Census tract
designation. Level of urbanization was classified individually with respect to level of
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urbanicity using the a 2010 U.S. Census defined urban classification (63) via a point-inpolygon operation within ArcGIS.

Statistical Analyses Related to Dissertation Aims
Statistical analyses were conducted using SAS software version 9.3 (Cary, NC).

Specific Aim 1: Compare the perceived and GIS-based presence of various food outlet
types (e.g. supermarkets, supercenters, small grocery stores, convenience stores, dollar
and variety stores, drug stores and pharmacies, and fast food restaurants) in an
individual’s neighborhood food environment.

Research Question 1: To what extent does the perceived presence agree with the actual
presence of the food outlet types using a standard 1 mile network buffer to define an
individual’s built neighborhood food environment?
Research Question 2: How does agreement change between the actual and perceived
food outlet types’ presence when varying the network buffer used to characterize the built
neighborhood food environment? (Does the agreement change when using a larger, 2, 3,
or 5, mile network buffer to define an individual’s built neighborhood food
environment?)

Statistical Approach for Aim 1:
To address the aim and related research questions, the concordance between
perceived and actual presence as determined by GIS of food outlet types were
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determined. Specifically, percent agreement, sensitivity, specificity, and positive
predictive value (PPV) were calculated (See Figure 4). These agreement statistics are
appropriate in situations that involve a binary classification test. Here, it is the perceived
presence (or absence) of a food outlet type. Thus, the statistical procedure examines
whether participants appropriately assigned or classified the possible outcome (i.e.
perceived presence of a food outlet) compared to the actual or “correct” outcome (i.e.
actual presence of a food outlet).
The initial agreement statistics were calculated using the standard 1 mile
neighborhood definition. However, these statistics were also assessed comparing the
perceived presence of a food outlet (at the 1 mile definition) compared to the actual
presence at the 2, 3, and 5 mile neighborhood buffer sizes. This assessed if the 1 mile
buffer size matched the boundaries that participants used to define their local food
environment. It is possible that participants have overestimated the size of their
neighborhood environment as defined in the survey and included food outlets not actually
present within the 1 mile boundary.
In physical activity research, the use of different boundaries to define
neighborhood has been examined (64) (65) (66). For example, Smith and colleagues
have used in a physical activity related study mental maps and GIS measures finding that
adults’ interpretation of their neighborhood area does not appear to relate accurately to
the definitions typically used in research (66). Additionally, studies such as in
Colabianchi and colleagues (2007) and Boone-Heinonen et. al (2011) suggest researchers
should address potential differences in relevant neighborhood areas across environmental
features and population subgroups i.e. rural versus urban (64) (65).
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95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) were calculated for these measures by
approximating the binomial distribution with a normal distribution. In addition,
categorical comparisons of these statistics were conducted by neighborhood urbanicity.
One hypothesis for this section of analyses included individuals would have a
moderate (40 – 60%) agreement between the perceived and actual presence of food outlet
types with supermarkets having the best agreement. Additionally, the agreement between
individuals’ perceived and actual presence of food outlet types would improve (increase)
with increasing actual neighborhood buffer size.

Specific Aim 2: Examine the association between the perceived availability of healthy
foods (fresh fruits and vegetables and low fat products) in an individual’s neighborhood
and the GIS-based availability and accessibility measures of specific food outlet types
(e.g. supermarkets, supercenters, small grocery stores, convenience stores, dollar and
variety stores, drug stores and pharmacies, and fast food restaurants) in an individual’s
neighborhood food environment. (Does the GIS-based food outlet type availability or
accessibility predict or influence the perceived availability of healthy food options?)

Research Question 3: Is perceived availability of healthy foods (fresh fruits and
vegetables and low fat products) in an individual’s neighborhood associated with the
GIS-based availability and accessibility measures of healthier food outlet types
(supermarkets, supercenters, and small grocery stores) in an individual’s neighborhood
food environment?
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Research Question 4: Is the availability and accessibility of less healthy food outlet
types (convenience stores, dollar and variety stores, drug stores and pharmacies, and fast
food restaurants) associated with the perceived availability of healthy foods?
Research Question 5: How do the association between GIS-based availability and
accessibility measures of healthier food outlet types and perceived availability of healthy
foods change when controlling for less healthier food outlet types?

Statistical Approach for Aim 2:
The statistical approach for aim 2 involved a series of linear regression models in
which the dependent variable or outcome was the perceived availability of healthy foods.
The independent variables consisted of the calculated availability and accessibility
measures for food outlets i.e. CI and DTN measures.

The analyses began from simple

models consisting of availability of healthy foods score as the outcome and the
availability and accessibility measures for supermarkets as the independent variable. As
models progress, covariates related to demographic characteristics and level of
urbanization were introduced into the models to assess any changes in association
between the perceived availability of healthy foods and the GIS-based availability and
accessibility measures.
In another step, a second series of models using availability and accessibility
measures of the other food outlet types were also assessed in relationship to perceived
availability of healthy foods. Lastly, GIS-based measures for all food outlet types
including supermarkets were included final models.
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A series of models are presented below:

Initial Models: Only Supermarkets

ŷ = Perceived Availability of Healthy Foods Score = b0 + b1CIsupemarkets
ŷ = Perceived Availability of Healthy Foods Score = b0 + b1DTNsupermarkets

Full Models: Only Supermarkets

ŷ = Perceived Availability of Healthy Foods Score = b0 + b1CIsupermarkets +
b2covariates
ŷ = Perceived Availability of Healthy Foods Score = b0 + b1DTNsupermarkets +
b2covariates

Covariates –Individual and Neighborhood Demographic and Socio-economic
Characteristics

Full Models: All Food Outlets

ŷ = Perceived Availability of Healthy Foods Score = b0 + b1CIsupermarkets +
b2CIconvenience + b3CIdrugpharmacy + b4CIdollarvariety + b5CIfastfood + b6covariates
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ŷ = Perceived Availability of Healthy Foods Score = b0 + b1DTNsupermarkets+
b2DTNconvenience + b3DTNdrugpharmacy + b4DTNdollarvariety + b5DTNfastfood +
b6covariates

Covariates – Individual and Neighborhood Demographic and Socio-economic
Characteristics

There were many hypotheses related to Aim 2. Primarily, it was hypothesized
that there would be a positive association between the perception of healthy food options
and the availability and accessibility of supermarkets. Conversely, there would be a
negative association between the perception of healthy foods and the availability and
accessibility of convenience stores, drug and pharmacies, dollar and variety, and fast food
restaurants. Secondarily, individuals living in non-urban versus urban environments may
differ in the associations between perceived and actual food environments.
By selecting linear regression (OLS – ordinary least squared), several classic
assumptions had to be made. These assumptions include 1) linearity, 2) normality of the
error distribution, 3) independence of the errors, 4) linear independence of predictors (no
multicollinearity), 5) errors are uncorrelated, and 6) homoscedasticity (variance of the
error is constant across observations). If these assumptions were violated during the
course of analyses there were a few alternatives. In the case of multicollinearity, the
removal of one or more variables would have been necessary or the addition of an
interaction term. A nonlinear model could have also been necessary if the shape of the
X-Y plot for an individual variable suggest an appropriate function to use, such as
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polynomial or exponential. Transformations could have been applied to correct problems
of non-normality or unequal variances. Removal of outliers or high-influence data points
was assessed.

Specific Aim 3: Examine the association between the perceived availability of fast food
opportunities in an individual’s neighborhood and the GIS-based availability and
accessibility measures of fast food restaurants in an individual’s neighborhood food
environment.

Research Question 6: Is perceived availability of fast food opportunities associated with
GIS-based availability and accessibility measures of fast food restaurants in an
individual’s neighborhood food environment?
Research Question 7: How do the associations change when controlling for GIS-based
availability and accessibility measures of other food outlet types?

Statistical Approach for Aim 3:
Like Aim 2, a series of linear regression models were utilized. In this aim we
used the perceived availability of fast food opportunities as a dependent variable and the
actual availability and accessibility fast food outlet measures as independent variables.
Models are presented below:

Initial Models: Fast Food Outlets
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ŷ = Fast Food Perception Score = b0 + b1CIfastfood
ŷ = Fast Food Perception Score = b0 + b1DTNfastfood

Full Models: Fast Food Outlets

ŷ = Fast Food Perception Score = b0 + b1CIfastfood + b2covariates
ŷ = Fast Food Perception Score = b0 + b1DTNfastfood + b2covariates

Covariates – Individual and Neighborhood Demographic and Socio-economic
Characteristics

Full Models: All Food Outlets

ŷ = Fast Food Perception Score = b0 + b1CIfastfood + b2CIsupermarkets + b3CIconvenience +
b4CIdrugpharmacy + b5CIdollarvariety + b6covariates
ŷ = Fast Food Perception Score = b0 + b1DTNfastfood + b2DTNsupermarkets +
b3DTNconvenience + b4DTNdrugpharmacy + b5DTNdollarvariety + b6covariates

Covariates – Individual and Neighborhood Demographic and Socio-economic
Characteristics
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It was hypothesized that there would be a positive association between perceived
availability of fast food opportunities and availability and accessibility of fast food
restaurants. Urbanicity and GIS-based availability or accessibility of other food outlet
types was possible significant factors that could influence the relationship.

Sample Size and Power
The Perceptions and Diet Survey collected data on a total of 968 participants.
Power analyses were conducted prior to the study to determine the necessary sample size
to detect a small effect (r = 0.10) with at least 80% power and alpha = 0.05. A sample of
size of 900 was determined quite adequate. Thus, the current sample allowed us to detect
correlations from .10 and larger.

Limitations and Concerns
Limitations of this dissertation included several methodological issues. First,
there appears to be an apparent measurement error due to different resolutions of
measurements and the need for assumption(s) when comparing the GIS-based food
availability and accessibility measures with the Survey-based perception scores for
healthy foods and fast food opportunity. Thus, the current analyses do not have data on
the actually availability of fruits and vegetables and low fat products in each possible
food outlet in our Eight-County study region. In the analyses, as supported by the current
literature, the assumption was made that supercenters, supermarkets, grocery stores, and
warehouse clubs are more likely to possess the highest availability and quality of fruits
and vegetables compared to convenience stores, drug and pharmacy stores, dollar and
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variety stores, and fast food. To date, this relationship has been accepted by several
researchers (50) (51) (145) (45).
Another potential limitation with these analyses is that there is not an exact
temporal match with the Eight-County Food Environment Study data and the Perceptions
and Diet Survey data. Thus, the food environment and the survey administration
occurred in slightly different time frames. For the Eight-County Food Environment
Study, the data were collected between late 2008 and 2009. The Perceptions and Diet
Study data were collected between April and June of 2010. Store counts could
overestimate or underestimate the association due to new openings and missed closings
of food outlets. Thus, if more stores are actually open then this could overestimate the
agreement and association. If more stores are actually closed then this could
underestimate associations. As a solution for this temporal mis-match the data was
updated for the built food environment database with 2010 data from commercial datasets
and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SC DHEC) for
supermarkets. No significant differences in GIS-based measures were observed.
The sampling method for these data were based on a Zip code based method.
However, the data collected are resolved to an individual’s neighborhood level, so there
is no need for hierarchical modeling. However, the telephone sampling approach was
taken from landlines only which lead to an over-sampling of older adults.
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Table 3.1. Description and Classification of Food Outlet Types
Food Outlet Type

Corresponding NAICS Codes

Retail Stores
Supermarket

445110

Supercenter

452910

Grocery

445110, 452990, 453998

Warehouse Club

452910

Convenience Store

445120, 447110, 447190

Drug and Pharmacy

446110

Dollar and Variety

452112

Specialty (includes meat markets,
seafood markets, green grocers,
bakeries, and confectionary stores)
Restaurants

445210, 445220, 445230, 445291, 445292

Full service restaurant
(includes sit down restaurants,
cafeterias, and buffets)

722110, 722212

Limited service restaurant (includes
franchised and non-franchised fast
food)

722211, 722213
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Figure 3.1. Eight-County Study Region
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Figure 3.2. Open and Available Food outlets in the Eight-County Food Environment
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For each of the following statements, please think of your neighborhood
as the area within a 20 minute walk or about a mile from your home.
Please indicate how much you agree with each of the following
statements by choosing whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree
nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree.
[Note to interviewer – emphasize that context is an area within a 20 minute
walk or 1 mile from home. If responder responds with “I don’t know” probe with
“In general” or ”Generally speaking”,]
1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3
Neutral
Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

4
Disagree

5
Strong
Disagree

Perceived Presence of Food Outlets
Which of the following stores, if any, are
located in Your Neighborhood, that is within a
20 minute walk or 1 mile from home?

A Supercenter such as Wal-Mart or Target

□Yes

□No

A Supermarket such as Food Lion, Kroger,
Publix, or Piggly Wiggly

□Yes

□No

A Smaller grocery store

□Yes

□No

Healthy Food Options
□

□

□

Is a Convenience store with or without a gas
station attached within a 20 minute walk or 1
mile from your home

□No

The fresh fruits and
vegetables in my
neighborhood are of high
quality

□

□

□

□

□

A Specialty store such as ethnic specialty
store, meat market, seafood market, green
grocer, or bakeries

□Yes

2.

A Freestanding Drug store or Pharmacy such
as CVS, Rite-Aid, Eckerd’s or Walgreen’s

□Yes

□No

A large selection of low fat
products are available in my
neighborhood

□

A Dollar variety Dollar General, Dollar Store,
Dollar Tree

□Yes

□No

Is a Franchised fast food restaurant including
places like McDonalds, Subway, Taco Bell,
within a 20 minute walk or 1 mile from your
home

□Yes

□No

A Sit down restaurant or buffet restaurant

□Yes

□No
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□

□No

A large selection of fresh
fruits and vegetables is
available in my neighborhood

□

□Yes

1.

3.

□

□

□

□

Fast Food Opportunities
1.

There are many opportunities
to purchase fast foods in my
neighborhood such as
McDonald’s, Taco Bell, KFC,
and take out pizza places etc.

□

□

□

□

Figure 3.3. Perception of Neighborhood Food Environment Questions

□

Perceived Presence

GIS-based Presence

Yes

Yes

No

True
Presence
(TP)

False
Presence
(FP)

Validity Statistics
Percent Agreement = (TP + TA) / (TP+FP+FA+TA)
Sensitivity = TP / (TP+FA)
Specificity = TA / (FP+TA)
Positive Predictive Value = TP / (TP+FP)

type I error

No

False
Absence
(FA)

True
Absence
(TA)

type II error

Figure 3.4. Aim 1 Analytic Approach Method
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Abstract
Both objective and perceived measures of the food environment have been
associated with dietary intake. However, few studies have examined the congruence
between objective and perceived measures as they relate to the presence of a food outlet.
Telephone survey data from 705 residents living in South Carolina were queried on
perceived presence of food outlets within a 1-mile distance of their home. Geographic
information systems (GIS) were used to determine the actual presence of food outlets
within each resident’s neighborhood using a 1-mile street network buffer. Validity
statistics (i.e. percent agreement and sensitivity) were performed to assess the match
between the perceived and GIS-based measures. Additionally, sensitivity analyses were
conducted using varied GIS-based neighborhood buffer sizes (2, 3, and 5 miles) to
examine changes in validity statistics. Residents’ perceived their food environment quite
accurately with percent agreements, present or not, for food outlets ranging from 67.1%
to 83.5% using the 1 mile GIS-based neighborhood size. Sensitivities ranged from 82.3%
to 92.5% with supermarkets and convenience stores having excellent values (92.5% and
90.1%, respectively). Increasing the GIS-based neighborhood size to 2 miles or higher
significantly increased the validity statistic values and overall performance of
respondents’ perceptions. Validity statistics also differed significantly between urban and
non-urban residents. Findings suggest that residents have an accurate awareness of their
food environment. Additionally, the size and living in a non-urban neighborhood may
affect the accuracy of their report. Future studies should consider testing larger
neighborhood definitions to characterize perceived food environments.
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Introduction
It has been suggested that the neighborhood food environment, whether measured
objectively or subjectively, is associated with dietary intake (1). To date, geographic
information systems (GIS) have been the most utilized objective method to characterize
neighborhood food environments (2) (3) (4) (5). However, it is still not known whether
GIS-based measures are the most appropriate means of defining an individual’s food
environment (1) (6) (7).
Perception measures based on surveys and self-report of respondents have
increasingly been used to characterize the food environment (8) (9) (10) (11) (2) (6) (12).
Moreover, perception measures have included residents’ perceptions of the availability of
healthy food items in their neighborhood (8) (9) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) as well as
information on perceived presence of different food retail outlets (14) (15) (16) (7).
Presence is defined as the availability of a food outlet in a defined area (3) (4) (5).
Several studies have shown that an individual’s perceived availability and access to food
outlets may also be related to diet and weight status (18) (18,19) (20) (7,21).
Most studies examining the perceived and GIS-based food environment have been
descriptive in nature. A handful of studies have examined the relationship between
perceived availability of healthy food choices, i.e. fruits and vegetables and low fat foods,
and retail food outlet availability via GIS (9) (8) (14) (6). However, only a few studies
have conducted analyses on the perceived presence of food retail outlets individually and
whether resident survey responses are agreeable with a GIS-based measure (15) (16) (7).
To the best of our knowledge, no study has assessed whether a self-report of presence of
a food retail outlet could serve as proxy for an individual’s actual food environment.
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Characterizing the food environment via objective and GIS-based measures has
many challenges including choosing appropriate food outlet data sources and the need for
data validation (22) (23) (24). Therefore, if a measure of perceived food outlet
availability were found to be valid, this may be beneficial in many food environment
projects. Moreover, researchers and policy makers alike need to know whether people
adequately perceive their current food environment and whether individuals’ perceptions
are adequate to detect changes in the food environment given neighborhood interventions
and policy initiatives.
In addition, researchers need better ways to operationalize a person’s environment
or “neighborhood” (25). Many geographical boundaries have been used to define a
person’s GIS-based neighborhood, ranging from network buffer distances of 100m (26),
0.5 mile (27) (28) (29), 1 mile (30) (9) (8) and 2 miles (27) around their home address (1)
(3). In addition, studies have measured the GIS-based presence of food outlets by U.S.
census tracts and block groups (1) (3). However, in neighborhood perceptions’ studies
utilizing mental maps, researchers have found that residents’ perceived neighborhoods
can cover many different spaces and produce different boundaries (31) (32).
Additionally, many factors such as age and gender (33), race (34), socio-economic class
(35,36), and urban-suburban location (37) can affect residents’ perceptions of their
neighborhood environment. This is all information that should be considered when
examining perceived and objective measures of neighborhood and the food environment.
This paper sought to provide an in-depth comparison of the perceived and GISbased presence of food retail outlets in a sample of residents living in an eight-county
region of South Carolina. Specifically we aimed to examine to what extent the perceived
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presence agree with the actual presence of various retail food outlet types using a
standard 1 mile buffer to define a resident’s GIS-based neighborhood. Secondarily, we
conducted sensitivity analyses by varying the defined GIS-based neighborhood utilizing
2, 3, and 5 mile buffers to examine whether the match significantly changed.

Methods
This is a cross-sectional, non-experimental research study utilizing responses
from a survey consisting of 968 primary household food shoppers along with
corresponding GIS-based measures of their food environment within an eight-county
region in South Carolina. This is a supplemental analysis related to a larger research
effort focused on developing measures of the built nutritional environment (22) (23) and
examining perceptions, shopping behaviors, and diet in residents in the eight-county
study region (38) (39). This study is approved by the University of South Carolina
(USC) Institutional Review Board.

Study Region
The study area consisted of a contiguous geographical area encompassing a total
of eight counties (seven non-urban and one urban) in the Midlands region of the state of
South Carolina (SC). The urban county, Richland, contains the state capital, Columbia,
which is center in the middle of the state. The seven non-urban counties (Calhoun,
Chester, Clarendon, Fairfield, Kershaw, Lancaster, and Orangeburg) comprise the rest of
the study area.
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Study Participants
Recruitment of study participants was geographically-based and developed to
achieve to achieve good spatial coverage of the entire study area. Specifically, selection
was done through a random selection of landline telephone numbers with listed addresses
restricted to 64 eligible ZIP codes within the study area with a goal of 15 respondents per
ZIP code. Recruitment calls were made by the interviewing staff of the USC Survey
Research Laboratory (SRL). Respondents were screened with respect to meeting the
eligibility criteria including being a) at least 18 years, b) the primary food shopper, c)
capable of speaking English, and d) living in the eight county study area. Of the 2,477
household telephone numbers screened, a total of 968 residents were eligible and
completed the interview. However, there were 553 refusals, 377 ineligibles, and 579 of
non-contact, unknown, or other status. Applying the American Association for Public
Opinion Research Response Rate Formula 4 (40), we estimated a response rate of 47%,
which is very comparable to the 49% among landline households achieved in a recent
evaluation of the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System landline response rates
conducted in 18 US states (41).

Perception Measures
Perceived presence of a food retail outlet was obtained utilizing a set of newly
developed and validated questions (Figure 1) (38). A person’s neighborhood was
defined as a 1 mile buffer or 20 minute walk around their home (9) (8). Response options
were dichotomous, “yes” or “no”. The list of food outlet types queried included
supercenters, supermarkets, convenience stores, drug stores or pharmacies, dollar and
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variety, and franchised fast food restaurants. In analyses, supermarkets and supercenters
were aggregated based on the notion that supermarkets and supercenters typically
represent those food outlets which provide access to healthy food in greater variety,
higher quality, and affordability (42) (43). This classification has been previously used
by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in their 2009 State Indicator
Report on Fruits and Vegetables (44).

GIS-based Measures
GIS-based presence of food retail outlets was determined using each resident’s
home address as the point of reference with varying street network buffers (1, 2, 3, and 5
mile) representing their neighborhood boundaries. Dichotomous variables representing
the presence (“yes” or “no”) for all food outlet types were then created. Presence was
determined using previously validated, linked geospatial data characterizing the food
retail environment of the eight-county study area (22) (23). Residents’ addresses were
geocoded using ArcGIS 10.0 (ESRI, Redlands, CA 2010).

Resident Characteristics
The resident characteristics were based on the Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance Survey (BRFSS) (45). Characteristics included age, sex, race/ethnicity,
education, employment status, household income, utilization of the Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), marital/partner status, and number of individuals
living in the home. Each survey respondent was also classified individually with respect
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to level of urbanicity, urban or non-urban, using the a 2010 U.S. Census defined urban
classification via a point-in-polygon operation within ArcGIS (46).

Statistical Analyses
Perceived and GIS-based presence of food retail outlets were used to construct
validity statistics including the overall percent agreement, sensitivity, specificity, and
positive predictive value (PPV), using a standard 1 mile network buffer to define the
GIS-based neighborhood presence. 95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) were calculated for
these measures by approximating the binomial distribution with a normal distribution. In
addition, we conducted sensitivity analyses by varying the defined GIS-based
neighborhood buffer sizes (i.e. 2, 3, and 5 miles) to examine whether the validity
statistics changed. Differences between validity statistics by buffer sizes were assessed
using non-overlapping conference intervals. Thus, if confidence intervals for two
statistics do not overlap then the values are significantly different.
Sensitivity was defined as the proportion of residents who perceived a food outlet
type to be present when it was, in fact, present in the GIS defined neighborhood (i.e.,
present-present). Specificity, on the other hand, relates to the perceived absence of a
food outlet type given a food outlet is absent in the GIS defined neighborhood (i.e.,
absent-absent). Percent agreement (PA) represents the proportion of residents that
accurately perceived the presence or absence of a food outlet type in their corresponding
GIS-based neighborhood food environment when there was an actual food outlet
presence or absence, respectively. Positive predictive value (PPV) measured the
proportion of residents who had a food outlet present in their GIS-based neighborhood
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food environment and perceived that food outlet type present. For ease of discussion,
validity statistics below 30% were consider poor, 31 – 50% as fair, 51 – 70% as
moderate, 71 – 90% as good, and over 90% as excellent. This classification method has
been used in several studies (47) (48).
Of the total 968 survey respondents, we removed those that were missing any
perception measures (n=5) and resident characteristics (age, 71; race/ethnicity, 73;
education, 69; employment status, 68; household income, 215; SNAP status, 69; spouse
or partner, 64; number of household members, 74; urbanicity, 18), leaving 705 for
analyses.

Results
The majority of residents were female (77.7%), Non-Hispanic White (65.5%),
and lived in non-urban neighborhoods (77.5%) (Table 1). The mean age for all residents
was nearly 57 years old. Eleven percent of residents did not have a high school diploma,
22.6% were unemployed, 28.9% had a household income less than $20,000 per year, and
9.9% of residents received SNAP benefits. Sixty-four percent of residents had a spouse
or partner in the household and, on average, residents lived with 2.5 household members.
Using the standard 1 mile buffer to define the GIS-based neighborhood, 31.8% of
residents indicated that they had a supermarket in their neighborhood compared to 11.3%
of residents who actually had a supermarket in their neighborhood based on GIS (Table
2). Similar discrepancies were observed for convenience stores (55.7% vs. 28.5%), drug
and pharmacy stores (28.9% vs. 13.9%), dollar and variety (39.4% vs. 14.8%), and
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franchised fast food restaurants (26.8% vs. 16.0%). However, larger neighborhood buffer
sizes (i.e. 2 and 3 miles) resulted in a larger number of food outlets being captured by the
GIS-based definitions, and hence agreement between residents’ perceptions and reality
improved.
For virtually all outlet types, the vast majority (>80%) of residents who had a
specific retail outlet situated within a mile from their home were aware of its presence as
indicated by sensitivities ranging from 82.3% for fast food outlets to 90.1% for
convenience stores to 92.5% for supermarkets (Table 2). Specificities, however, were
more variable and ranged from 57.9% to 83.8%. However, PPVs were quite low ranging
from 33% to 49.2%, indicating that only a third to one half of residents who had a food
outlet present in their neighborhood actually reported an outlet to be present correctly in
their assessment. Overall percent agreements for residents were a little lower, ranging
from 67.1% for convenience stores to 83.5% for franchised fast food restaurants. When
using the other GIS-based neighborhood buffer sizes, there was a statistically significant
difference between sensitivity, specificity, and PPV values compared to the standard 1
mile buffer size. For supermarkets, sensitivity was significantly lower using the 3 and 5
mile buffer sizes (72.8% and 56.7%, respectively) compared to the 1 mile buffer
sensitivity (92.5%). In contrast, specificity and PPV values for supermarkets
significantly improved with an increase in buffer sizes. Generally, validity statistics for
convenience stores, drug and pharmacy stores, dollar and variety, and franchised fast
food also followed a similar pattern; as the GIS-based neighborhood buffer size
increased, sensitivity values decreased and specificity and PPV values improved.
However, there were no significant differences in percent agreement values for any outlet
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type when comparing 2, 3, and 5 mile buffers to the 1 mile GIS-based neighborhood
buffer size. The percent agreement among residents did peak using the 2 mile GIS-based
neighborhood buffer size.
Validity statistics were also determined by stratifying residents by urban and nonurban classification. Sensitivity values for urban residents were significantly higher than
non-urban residents for supermarkets, drug stores, fast food restaurants, using the 1 and 2
mile GIS-based neighborhood buffer sizes. Specificity and PPV values were also
significantly different between urban and non-urban residents for nearly all food outlet
types using the 1 mile GIS-based neighborhood buffer size. Specificity values were
significantly higher in non-urban residents compared to urban residents while PPV values
were significantly lower in non-urban residents compared to urban residents. However,
there were no significant differences in values for overall percent agreement using either
the 1 or 2 mile neighborhood buffer sizes, except for supermarkets using a 1 mile buffer
size.

Discussion
In this study, residents perceived their food environment quite accurately with
percent agreement for food outlets ranging from 67.1% to 83.5% using a standard 1 mile
GIS-based neighborhood buffer size. Additionally, sensitivities ranged from 82.3% to
92.5% with supermarkets and convenience stores having the highest sensitivity values
(92.5% and 90.1%, respectively). In sensitivity analyses using larger GIS-based
neighborhood buffer sizes, specificity and PPV values significantly improved as
sensitivity values decreased, indicating that individuals may be overestimating the size of
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their neighborhood food environment, even if asked a question that specifically asked
them to conceptualize their neighborhood perspective of 1 mile or 20 minute walk from
their home. In addition, we found that urban and non-urban residents’ overall percent
agreement for food outlets did not differ significantly using either the 1 or 2 mile
neighborhood buffer sizes. However, there were significant differences between other
validity statistics especially when using the 1 mile neighborhood buffer size. Overall, it
appears that using a larger 2 mile buffer to define neighborhood yielded the best validity
statistics, which suggests that our survey question on presence of a food outlet likely
covers a larger (i.e. 2-mile) area than its literal frame.
To best of our knowledge, only two studies have included analyses comparing
perceived and GIS-based presence of food outlets directly (7,16). In a sample of 1393
women, aged 18 – 65 years, in Melbourne, Australia, Williams et al. found that the
match between the perceived and objective food environment was quite poor, reporting
approximately 50% of women had a complete agreement between their perceptions and
objective measure of supermarket presence within 800m (~0.5 miles) of their home (16).
For a fast food store, the match was only 40%. This outcome is much different than our
study in which we had a good percent agreement for both supermarkets and fast food
restaurants (77.9% and 83.5%, respectively). Possible discrepancies between our results
and those of Williams et al. could lie in the nature of the perception question and the
choice of GIS-based measure. In our study we specifically asked study participants to
think of their neighborhood environment as a “1 mile buffer or 20 minute walk” around
their home, while participants in the study by Williams et al. were asked the question
“Are the following within walking distance of your home?” without any guide to
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“walking distance”. Moreover, Williams et al. in analyses classified participants as
having or not having each store by using a 800m (~0.5 miles) definition as ‘walkable
distance’. In another study, Caspi et al. reported a mismatch of 31% between objectively
and perceived presence of a supermarket within 1 kilometer (~0.6 miles) in a sample of
low-income housing residents in three urban areas in the greater Boston area. Thus, only
69% of residents in their sample matched. Again, in our study we had an agreement of
77.9% using a 1 mile GIS-based buffer size and the match increased to 84.3% using the 2
mile GIS-based buffer size. This may suggest, that Caspi et al. used a buffer size too
small to optimize concordance between a person’s perceived and objectively measured
food environment. Moreover, Caspi et al. increased their cut-point for a neighborhood
buffer to 1 kilometer because the researchers were concerned about artificially high levels
of discordance based on previous buffers used in the literature and since most of their
participants reported a supermarket within walking distance (7). In our study area, the
majority of food shoppers travel by car (>90%) and do not walk to food outlets, even in
urban neighborhoods.
Our study contributes to food environment research by not only exploring the
match between an individual’s perceived and actual presence of supermarkets and other
retail outlets, but also examining how the relationship changes using different boundaries
to define a person’s actual neighborhood. It could be the case in the Williams et al. and
Caspi et al. studies, cut-points to define a person’s neighborhood may affect agreement
between perception and reality. In our study, we found that by increasing the GIS-based
neighborhood definition to a 2 mile buffer size or higher significantly increased the
validity statistics and overall performance of respondents’ perceptions. Moreover, it
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could be the case that residents overestimate the size of their neighborhood food
environment. However, additional studies comparing both perception instruments that
operationalize neighborhoods differently (i.e., 2 miles, 3 miles, etc.) and GIS-based
measures are needed to address this phenomenon. Moreover, it is possible that residents
are not able to mentally conceptualize what 1 mile buffer around their home based on
personal and behavioral factors.
For over fifty years, researchers have been interested in individuals’ perceptions
of their neighborhood and corresponding boundaries. Recently, Coulton et al. have
developed methodology of retrieving neighborhood residents’ perceptions of
neighborhood boundaries via mental maps to explore perceived neighborhood boundaries
with Census (i.e. GIS-based) defined neighborhoods (31). In their study, they found that
residents’ perceived neighborhoods covered different spaces and produced different
neighborhood boundaries compared to the Census-based neighborhoods. Overall,
Coulton et al. found that the mean area of residents’ maps were 0.32 square miles and had
a perimeter of 2.24 miles. In our study, the mean neighborhood food environment of
residents using the 1 mile neighborhood buffers size was 0.71 square miles with a mean
perimeter of 7.75 miles. For the 2 mile buffer, the mean neighborhood food environment
area was 2.81 square miles and a mean perimeter of 22 miles. Future studies should
consider developing standardized neighborhood definitions based on methods that
include residents defining their perceived neighborhood on a map or using other mapping
techniques.
Our study has several limitations. First, women constituted the majority of the
sample we selected the primary food shopper. This may limit the generalizability of our
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findings. Second, our landline-based telephone sample yielded an age distribution with an
average age in the middle-to-older age category, which does not represent all residents.
Third, the perceptions data was collected nearly one year after the completion of the
validated field census. However, this gap between data collection seems negligible
compared to other studies (9) (14).
Strengths of the study included the use of a validated food environment
instrument examining the perceived presence of food outlet types (38). Secondly, our
GIS-based presence was based on a validated field census of our study region (22) (23).
In addition, our study area contained both urban and non-urban communities, which
included residents with different individual and neighborhood socio-demographic
characteristics, such as income and education and neighborhood SES. Moreover, these
findings may be beneficial and comparable to any new studies examining populations in
the Southeastern United States where there is a mix of urban and non-urban
neighborhoods. Studies by Williams et al. and Caspi et al. have both only examined
residents living in urban communities.
GIS has been an important and useful tool for defining the food environment to
individual’s diet, weight status, and neighborhood characteristics; however, measures
based on GIS may not be completely valid (22) (23) (24) (49). The effort to validate this
information is often not feasible due to resources and the expense of research staff to
travel into the field (49). In addition, there is not a gold standard for defining a person’s
neighborhood food environment (3). It may be cheaper and more accurate if perceptions
measures are utilized, either alone or in tandem with GIS-based measurements (9) (7).
Our study demonstrates there is a good match between what residents perceive in their
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neighborhood compared to what is actually present, especially for supermarkets.
However, our study also points out that there is still room to evaluate the appropriate
neighborhood boundaries both for GIS-based measures and perception instruments.
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Perceived Presence of Food Retail Outlets*
Which of the following stores, if any, are located in your neighborhood:
1. A supercenter such as Wal-Mart or Target
2. A supermarket such as Food Lion, Kroger, Publix, or Piggly Wiggly
3. A convenience store with or without a gas station attached
4. A freestanding drug store or pharmacy store such as CVS, Rite-Aid, Eckerd’s, or
Walgreen’s
5. A dollar variety, dollar general, dollar store, or dollar tree
6. A franchised fast food restaurant including places like McDonald’s, Subway, or Taco
Bell
*Response options were simply “Yes” or “No”

Figure 4.1. Perceptions of the Food Environment Survey Questions
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Figure 4.2. Example of a Resident’s GIS-based Neighborhood Food Environment using
1, 2, 3, and 5 mile Buffer Sizes
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Table 4.1. Descriptive Statistics of Residents’ Characteristics, N=705
n (%) or Mean (SD)
56.5 (14.7)

Age (years)
Gender

Male
Female

157 (22.3)
548 (77.7)

Race/Ethnicity

Minority (Non-Hispanic Black,
Hispanic, or Other)
Non-Hispanic White

243 (34.5)

Education

< HS diploma or GED
HS diploma or GED
Some College or Higher

80 (11.4)
251 (35.6)
374 (53.1)

Employment Status

Not Employed
Retired
Employed

159 (22.6)
222 (31.5)
324 (46.0)

Household Income

< $20,000 per year
≥ $20,000 per year

204 (28.9)
501 (71.1)

SNAP Status

No
Yes

635 (90.1)
70 (9.9)

Spouse or Partner

No
Yes

253 (35.9)
452 (64.1)

# of Household Members
Urbanicity

462 (65.5)

2.5 (1.4)
Non-Urban
Urban

558 (79.1)
147 (20.9)
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Table 4.2. Validity Statistics Between Perceived and GIS-based Presence of Food Retail Outlets By Varying Neighborhood Buffer
Sizes, N=705
Perceived
Presence
“Yes”, n (%)

GIS-based
Presence
“Yes”, n (%)

Sensitivity
(95% CI)

Specificity
(95% CI)

Positive Predictive
Value
(95% CI)
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Supermarkets
1 mile buffer
224 (31.8)
80 (11.3)
92.5 (86.7 – 98.3)
76.0 (72.7 – 79.3)
33.0 (26.8 – 39.3)
2 mile buffer
224 (31.8)
173 (24.5)
82.7 (77.0 – 88.3)
84.8 (81.7 – 87.8)*
63.8 (57.4 – 70.3)*
*
*
3 mile buffer
224 (31.8)
232 (32.9)
72.8 (67.1 – 78.6)
88.4 (85.4 – 91.3)
75.4 (69.7 – 81.2)*
*
*
5 mile buffer
224 (31.8)
342 (48.5)
56.7 (51.5 – 62.0)
91.7 (88.9 – 94.6)
86.6 (82.1 – 91.2)*
Convenience
1 mile buffer
393 (55.7)
201 (28.5)
90.1 (85.9 – 94.2)
57.9 (53.6 – 62.2)
46.1 (41.0 – 51.1)
2 mile buffer
393 (55.7)
328 (46.5)
65.3 (60.4 – 70.1)
79.9 (75.5 – 84.2)*
66.7 (61.9 – 71.4)*
*
*
3 mile buffer
393 (55.7)
422 (60.0)
71.6 (67.3 – 75.9)
67.8 (62.4 – 73.3)
76.8 (72.6 – 81.1)*
*
5 mile buffer
393 (55.7)
574 (81.4)
62.6 (54.3 – 70.9)
59.9 (55.9 – 63.9)
87.5 (84.2 – 90.9)*
Drug and Pharmacy
1 mile buffer
204 (28.9)
98 (13.9)
82.7 (75.2 – 90.2)
79.7 (76.5 – 82.9)
39.7 (32.9 – 46.6)
2 mile buffer
204 (28.9)
157 (22.3)
76.4 (69.8 – 83.1)
84.7 (81.7 – 87.7)
58.8 (51.9 – 65.7)*
*
*
3 mile buffer
204 (28.9)
204 (28.9)
68.1 (61.7 – 74.5)
87.0 (84.1 – 90.0)
68.1 (61.6 – 74.7)*
*
*
5 mile buffer
204 (28.9)
285 (40.4)
54.7 (49.0 – 60.5)
88.6 (85.5 – 91.6)
76.5 (70.5 – 82.4)*
Dollar and Variety
1 mile buffer
278 (39.4)
104 (14.8)
88.5 (82.3 – 94.6)
69.1 (65.4 – 72.7)
33.1 (27.4 – 38.7)
2 mile buffer
278 (39.4)
196 (27.8)
83.2 (77.9 – 88.4)
77.4 (73.8 – 81.0)*
58.6 (52.7 – 64.5)*
*
*
3 mile buffer
278 (39.4)
278 (39.4)
75.5 (70.5 – 80.6)
84.1 (80.6 – 87.5)
75.5 (70.4 – 80.7)*
*
*
5 mile buffer
278 (39.4)
391 (55.5)
59.8 (55.0 – 64.7)
86.0 (82.1 – 89.8)
84.2 (79.8 – 88.6)*
Franchised Fast Food
1 mile buffer
189 (26.8)
113 (16.0)
82.3 (75.3 – 89.3)
83.8 (80.8 – 86.8)
49.2 (41.9 – 56.5)
2 mile buffer
189 (26.8)
192 (27.2)
71.4 (65.0 – 77.7)
89.9 (87.3 – 92.5)*
72.5 (66.0 – 79.0)*
*
*
3 mile buffer
189 (26.8)
247 (35.0)
62.8 (56.7 – 68.8)
92.6 (90.2 – 95.0)
82.0 (76.4 – 87.6)*
*
*
5 mile buffer
189 (26.8)
342 (48.5)
48.5 (43.2 – 53.8)
93.7 (91.2 – 96.2)
87.8 (83.1 – 92.6)*
*
Non-overlapping confidence intervals are an indication that the statistics were significantly different vs. 1 mile buffer (reference group)

Percent
Agreement
(95% CI)
77.9 (72.3 – 83.4)
84.3 (79.4 – 89.1)
83.3 (78.3 – 88.3)
74.8 (68.9 – 80.6)
67.1 (62.4 – 71.8)
72.1 (67.5 – 76.6)
70.1 (65.5 – 74.7)
60.4 (55.5 – 65.4)
80.1 (74.6 – 85.7)
82.8 (77.6 – 88.1)
81.6 (76.1 – 87.0)
74.9 (68.8 – 81.0)
71.9 (66.5 – 77.3)
79.0 (74.1 – 83.9)
80.7 (76.0 – 85.4)
71.5 (66.1 – 76.9)
83.5 (78.2 – 88.9)
84.8 (79.6 – 90.0)
82.1 (76.6 – 87.7)
71.8 (65.2 – 78.3)
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Abstract
Geographic information systems (GIS) have been the most utilized tool to
characterize the food environment; however, self-report perception measures have
increased in frequency. Telephone survey data from 705 residents in an eight-county
region of South Carolina were used to examine the relationship between GIS-based
measures of food outlets and resident’s perceived availability of healthy foods. Whereas
the number of food outlets in a neighborhood may not be a significant predictor of
perceived availability of healthy foods, the distance to the nearest food outlet may be,
depending on whether a resident lives in an urban or non-urban neighborhood.
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Introduction
Studies linking diet to supermarket availability and proximity began to appear
over ten years ago in an effort to address environmental influences on individual
behaviors and obesity (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8). Since then non-traditional retail food
outlets such as convenience stores and franchised fast food restaurants have also been
studied (5) (4). Characterizations of retail food outlet availability have been a
predominant method to describe an individual’s food environment, typically
characterized by geographic information systems (GIS) (9) (10) (5). Two dimensions of
GIS-based measures include availability defined as the presence or number of food retail
outlets in a given geographical area (9) (10) and accessibility defined as the ease of
access to available food outlets, taking into consideration factors such as travel distance,
time, and financial resources (9). Distance to the nearest food retailer has been most
commonly used (11) (10).
Recently the use of perception measures based on individuals’ self-report has
gained in popularity to describe the food environment. Similar to the GIS-based measures
of an individual’s food environment, perception measures have also focused on perceived
availability and accessibility of specific food items and retail food stores (12). However,
GIS-based measures which are typically limited to the location and type of outlet and are
based on secondary data sources that may contain many inaccuracies (13). Further,
validation of GIS-based measures is often not feasible due to resources and the expense
of research staff to travel into the field (14). It has been suggested that it may be cheaper
and more accurate if perceptions measures are utilized, either alone or in tandem with
GIS-based measurements (12). In addition, individuals’ perceptions may become an
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important method to explore residents’ shopping behaviors such as distances traveled to a
food outlet and store utilization (12) (15)
To date, a number of studies have examined relationships between GIS-based
measures and perceptions of the food environment (16,17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23)
(24). Many of these studies have focused on the perceived availability of healthy foods,
i.e. fresh fruits and vegetables and low fat foods, compared to either direct, objective
measures of these food items (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) or the perceived presence
of food stores compared to GIS-based presence (19) (20) (21) (12).
Specifically, a study by Moore et al. (2008), reported that residents living in areas
with lower densities of supermarkets rated the selection and availability of fruits and
vegetables and low fat foods 17% lower than those living in areas with the highest
densities of supermarkets (17). Another study by Gustafson et al. (2011) have reported
less conclusive findings (19). However, these studies have limitations. In both Moore et
al. and Gustafson et al., the GIS-based measures of food stores were characterized by
secondary data sources and not validated by field work. In addition, each study only
captured supermarkets or a combination of food outlets (i.e. supermarkets and
convenience stores) and did not address non-traditional food outlets specifically, e.g.
dollar and variety stores, convenience stores, or drug and pharmacy stores. The studies
also did not consider multiple outlet types in the analyses when examining the association
between perceived availability of healthy foods and the GIS-based measures. Lastly, the
neighborhood context in which study participants lived i.e. urban or rural was not taken
into consideration. The published literature on the food environment has predominately
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focused on urban communities with high population densities (12) (25). Few studies
have incorporated or focused on rural or non-urban communities (25).
The objective of this study was to examine the relationship between the GISbased measures of the food environment and perception-based measures. Specifically,
we examine the relationship between the availability and accessibility measures of
various food outlet types using GIS methods compared against residents’ perceptions of
healthy food availability within their neighborhood. We hypothesize that GIS-based
measures of supermarkets will have a positive association with perceived availability of
healthy foods while GIS-based measures of non-traditional and fast food outlets will have
a negative association with perceived availability of healthy foods. Secondarily, we
examined these relationships by stratifying residence into urban or non-urban
neighborhoods. Its hypothesized that residents living in non-urban neighborhoods will
have a stronger association between GIS-based and the perceived availability of healthy
foods.

Methods
Study Region
The study area consisted of a contiguous geographical area encompassing a total
of eight counties (seven rural and one urban) in the Midlands region of the state of South
Carolina (SC). The urban county, Richland, contains the state capital, Columbia, which is
in the middle of the state. The seven non-urban counties (Calhoun, Chester, Clarendon,
Fairfield, Kershaw, Lancaster, and Orangeburg) comprise the remaining study area. The
study has been previously described (26) (13).
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Recruitment
This study was approved by the University of South Carolina Institutional Review
Board.
For this cross-sectional study, a geographically-based sample of 968 adults serving as the
primary food shoppers of their household was recruited in the eight-county study region
between April and June of 2010. The sample of households was generated from a random
selection of landline telephone numbers with listed addresses restricted to within 64
eligible ZIP codes. To achieve a good spatial coverage of the entire study area, research
staff aimed to interview approximately 15 respondents per ZIP code. Recruitment calls
were made by the interviewing staff of the University of South Carolina (USC) Survey
Research Laboratory (SRL). During the telephone calls, respondents were screened with
respect to meeting the eligibility criteria including being a) at least 18 years old, b) the
primary food shopper, c) capable of speaking English, and d) living in the eight county
study area. Of the 2,477 household telephone numbers screened, a total of 968 were
eligible and completed the interview. There were 553 refusals, 377 ineligibles, and 579
of non-contact, unknown, or other status. Applying the American Association for Public
Opinion Research Response Rate Formula 4 (27), we estimated a response rate of 47%,
which is very comparable to the 49% among landline households achieved in a recent
evaluation of the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System landline response rates
conducted in 18 US states (28).
For analyses, participants were removed from the larger sample if missing any
data on individual characteristics (age, 71; race/ethnicity,73; education, 69; employment
status, 68; household income, 215; SNAP status, 69; spouse or partner, 64; number of
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household members, 74), GIS-based availability and accessibility measures (19),
perceived availability of healthy foods (5), and urbanicity (18). This resulted in a final
sample of 705 residents for analyses.

Perceived Availability of Healthy Foods
Perceptions of the food environment were ascertained with a previously validated
instrument (29) which assessed the availability of healthy food options within a resident’s
neighborhood defined as 1 mile buffer or 20 minute walk. Survey participants indicated
their agreement on a 5-point Likert scale with the following statements: (1) A large
selection of fruits and vegetables is available in my neighborhood, (2) the fresh fruits and
vegetables in my neighborhood are of high quality, and (3) a large selection of low-fat
products is available in my neighborhood. For analysis, each question was reverse coded,
and aggregated into a summary score with 0 indicating worst availability of healthy foods
and 12 indicating best availability. The properties of the score have been validated in our
study sample, resulting in a test-retest reliability measure of 0.71 (95% CI: 0.60, 0.80)
(30).

GIS-based Availability and Accessibility Measures of the Food Environment
All geo-spatial analyses were conducted using ArcGIS 10.0 (ESRI Redlands, CA
2010). GIS-based measures were calculated using the geocoded residents’ home address
as the point of reference with a one-mile street and road network buffer representing their
neighborhood boundary. The addresses were then linked with an existing, validated
geospatial database on the food retail outlets (26) (13) and the number of food outlets
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within the buffer (i.e. availability) and the distance to the nearest food outlet (i.e.
accessibility) of each type were calculated using the shortest street distance based on the
TIGER 2008 road network (U.S. Census TIGER/Line, 2008) (31). The food outlet types
included supermarkets, supercenters, warehouse clubs, convenience stores, drug and
pharmacy stores, dollar and variety stores, and franchised fast food restaurants.
Supermarkets, supercenters, and warehouse clubs were all aggregated and considered as
“supermarkets”.

Resident Characteristics
The telephone survey also included questions on demographic and socioeconomic characteristics. These questions were largely based on the Behavioral Risk
Factor Surveillance Survey (BRFSS) (32). Age (in years) and the number of individuals
living in a participant’s household were both continuous variables. Race/ethnicity was
categorized as Non-Hispanic White and Minority (Non-Hispanic Black or African
American, Hispanic, and/or other). Annual household income was categorized as less
than $20,000 or $20,000 or more. Education consisted of 3 groups: (1) not a high school
graduate, (2) high school graduate or GED only, and (3) some college or higher. Partner
and SNAP status were both dichotomous, coded as “yes” or “no”. Employment status
was a categorical variable grouped as employed, not employed, or retired. Each resident
was classified individually with respect to level of urbanicity using the a 2010 U.S.
Census defined urban classification (33) via a point-in-polygon operation within ArcGIS.
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Statistical Analyses
Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression models were used to assess the
relationship between the GIS-based availability and accessibility of food retail outlets and
the perceived availability of healthy foods in residents’ neighborhoods. Covariates
included age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, employment, household income, SNAP
utilization, partner status, household size, and urbanicity. Assumptions for OLS
regression included independent observations and linearity, homoscedasticity, and
normality of the residuals. No violations were noted and multicolinearity was tested
using variance inflation factors (VIF) and tolerance. To examine the independent
influence of each GIS-based food outlet measure, without controlling for the other food
outlet types, we examined separate models in which availability and accessibility for only
one GIS-based food outlet type was included in addition to covariates. Next, we
examined models in which all GIS-based measures for each food outlet types were
included. The R2 of each model was examined to determine how much each model
explained the variance in the outcome, perceived availability of healthy foods. The
Unique R2 was used to examine the unique contributions of each GIS-based food outlet
measure made in explaining the variation in the perceived availability of healthy foods.
Final models were also stratified by urbanicity to examine relationships between GISbased measures of the food environment and perceived availability of healthy foods in
urban and non-urban residents separately.

Results
Participants in this study were majority female (77.7%), Non-Hispanic White
(65.5%), and lived in non-urban neighborhoods (77.5%;Table 1). On average, they were
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57 years old with more than half of the participants having some college education or
higher (53.1%). Only, 11% of participants did not have a high school diploma or GED.
Nearly 32% of participants were unemployed and 29% had a household income less than
$20,000 per year. Sixty-four percent had a spouse or partner in the household.
Characteristics did not differ by urbanicity when considering age, gender, race,
spouse/partner, or SNAP utilization; however, there were significant differences between
urban and non-urban residents when considering education, employment status, and
household income. Specifically, a higher percentage of urban residents had some college
education or higher, were employed, and had an income of at least $20,000 per year or
higher compared to non-urban residents.
The mean number of food outlets in the neighborhoods of the study sample was
quite low, ranging from 0.1 for supermarkets to 0.9 for convenience stores (Table 2),
which is understandable given the distribution of outlets because many participants did
not have any of the food outlet types near their home. For example, 88.7% of residents
did not have a supermarket in their neighborhood and 71.5% of residents did not have a
convenience store (distributions not shown). The mean distance to the nearest
supermarket from a resident’s home was 5.9 miles while the distances for non-traditional
food outlets ranged from 2.9 miles for convenience stores to 7.8 miles for a drug and
pharmacy stores. Finally, the mean perceived availability of healthy foods score was 6.2
on a scale of 12 for the entire study sample
Table 3 displays the results for separate OLS models examining the relationship
between the number and distance to nearest measures for each food outlet type and the
perceived availability of healthy foods. Overall, results from the models show that an
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increase in the number of food outlet type was significantly associated with an increase in
perceived availability of healthy foods. Moreover, each food outlet type alone was found
to be significantly associated with an increase in perceived availability of healthy foods.
The number of supermarkets had the strongest association (β =1.27) followed by drug
and pharmacy stores (β =0.93). When examining distance to the nearest food outlet, each
measure was also significantly associated with perceived availability of healthy foods.
Specifically, the GIS-based accessibility for each food outlet type was inversely related to
perceived availability of healthy foods. Thus, as the distance to the nearest food outlet
increased, the perceived availability of healthy foods decreased.
The final OLS models accounting for GIS-based measures for all food outlet
types are displayed in Table 4. When accounting for all food outlet types, there were no
significant associations between the number of food outlets – of any type - and perceived
availability of healthy foods in the total sample of residents. However in non-urban
residents, there was a significant positive association between count of convenience
stores and perceived availability of healthy foods (β=0.45). Moreover, convenience
stores accounted for a 1% of the variation in the model.
Overall, distance to the nearest supermarket had a significant inverse relationship
with perceived availability of healthy foods when accounting for distance to all other
food outlets. The relationship was strongest for urban residents (β=-1.73) explaining 9%
of the variation in those residents. Additionally, as the distance to the nearest dollar and
variety store increased, the perceived availability of healthy foods decreased. This
relationship was not observed in urban residents alone, but was observed in non-urban
residents. Lastly, the distance to the nearest franchised fast food restaurant was also
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significantly positively associated with perceived availability of healthy food. Thus, as
distance to the nearest fast food outlet increased, the perceived availability of healthy
foods also increased. However, like dollar and variety stores, this seemed to be an effect
reserved to non-urban residents.

Discussion
Our study found that the availability of food outlets within a one mile network
buffer of residence - including supermarkets - was not a significant predictor of
perceived availability of healthy foods. However, distance to the nearest food outlets,
specifically supermarkets, dollar and variety, and fast food restaurants, were all
significantly associated with perceived availability. These findings differ from previous
studies that have suggested a significant positive association between supermarket
availability, either by presence or number of stores, with perceived availability of healthy
foods (17) (19). In a study by Moore et al. (2008), residents living in areas with lower
densities of supermarkets reported a lower selection and availability of healthy foods
compared to areas with high densities of supermarkets (17). However, this study did not
adjust for other food outlet types in their analyses. In another study, Gustafson et al.
(2011) found that individuals with a convenience store and a supercenter present had
higher odds of perceiving their neighborhood high in healthy food availability (19).
However in the same study, Gustafson et al. did not find a significant association when
considering supermarkets, supercenters, and convenience stores separately (19).
Differences between our study and previous research may lie in the use of various
food outlet types including supermarkets and non-traditional food outlets. Moreover,
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both Moore et al. and Gustafson et al. evaluated the relationship between the GIS-based
measure of a food outlet and perceived availability of healthy foods using each outlet
type separately in models compared to the inclusion of all outlet types. Participants in
our study also lived in different neighborhood settings compared to previous studies.
Specifically, our study examined residents in both urban and non-urban settings defined
by a 1 mile street buffer around their home address. Gustafson et al’s study
encompassed six counties with both metro and non-metro settings, but neighborhood
boundaries were defined by the Census tract which may vary considerably in size and the
perceived availability of healthy foods were defined as the area approximately 5 miles
around their home address. Both measurement parameters differed greatly compared to
our study.
The study by Moore et al. included residents living in North Carolina, Maryland,
and New York with areas differing in population density and urbanicity(17). Given
these differences, Moore and et al. found evidence of regional variation in the
relationship between store densities and perceived availability of healthy foods. For
example, supermarket density was found to be most strongly associated with perceived
availability of healthy foods in North Carolina compared to the higher populated areas of
Maryland and New York (17). In our study we found when stratifying by urbanicity that
the relationship between the availability (number of stores) for any food outlet type was
not significantly associated with perceived availability of healthy foods in urban residents
in the final model. In contrast, the perceived availability of healthy foods increased
significantly as the number of convenience stores increased in non-urban residents.
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In addition to the analyses focusing on availability, our study also included
analyses examining measures of accessibility i.e. distance to the nearest food outlet.

We

found that as the distance to the nearest supermarket or dollar and variety store increased,
the perceived availability score decreased significantly. Contrarily, perceived availability
of healthy foods increased as the distance to the nearest franchised fast food increased.
However, these effects seemed to be driven by non-urban residential status compared to
those individual living in urban neighborhoods for all associations except for
supermarkets. To our knowledge, no studies have examined the GIS-based accessibility
measure, distance to nearest, and the summed perceived availability of healthy foods
score.
Our study aimed to examine the relationship between two types of food
environment measures i.e. GIS-based and perceived measures. Specifically,
understanding the relationship between different measures of the food environment could
improve the interpretations of food environment studies and the development of better
measurement instruments in the future (17). In a recent review of the local food
environment and diet, perceived measures of availability were consistently related to
healthy dietary outcomes, however, GIS-based availability measures were less conclusive
(12). As for accessibility, both GIS-based and perceived measures have demonstrated
weak and inconsistent findings as it relates to dietary intake (12). Measurement error due
to unidentified food outlets, poor type classification, and spatial assignment may
contribute to these weak associations with GIS-based measures based on secondary data
sources (17) (13). Alternatively, influences such as residents’ personal experiences,
preferences, and behaviors may influence their awareness of food shopping opportunities
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in their neighborhood environment (17) as well as how they define the concept of
“neighborhood” (34) (35).
Our study has several limitations. First, we selected the household food shopper
as the respondent, which resulted in a predominately female sample. Second, our
landline-based telephone sample yielded an age distribution with an average age in the
middle-to-older age category. We only had a survey response rate of 47%, however, this
comparable to the 49% among landline households achieved in a recent evaluation of the
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System landline response rates (28) and to the
response rate reported by Moore et al. in 2008 (17). A final limitation is that there was
about a one year interval in the timing between the completion of the food environment
validation study and the perceptions survey, however this is a similar or shorter time gap
than other studies (17) (19). The study by Gustafson et al. had a gap between 1-3 years
and Moore et al. had a difference of a little less than one year for collecting perceived and
GIS-based measures.
Strengths of our study include the use of GIS-based measures established by
validated field work (26) (13). Moreover, previous researchers such as Moore et al. and
Gustafson et al., have used GIS-based measures using secondary data sources and not
validated in by field census. In addition, our study area contained both urban and nonurban communities and may be beneficial and comparable to any new studies examining
populations in the Southeastern United States. Third, our study included both GIS-based
availability and accessibility measures of food outlets and included not only
supermarkets, but many non-traditional food outlets. Previous studies have limited
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analyses to only a few food outlet types and availability measures such as presence or
count of stores.
The results from this study suggest that the accessibility, not the availability, of
food outlets is a significant predictor of perceived healthy food options in a person’s
neighborhood food environment. This study contributes to the literature as it relates to
understanding and developing better techniques to characterize individuals’ food choices
in their environment. However, additional research will be needed to determine whether
GIS-based, perceptions, or both are the best approach to examine how the food
environment influences individuals’ shopping and eating behaviors.
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Table 5.1. Descriptive Statistics of Residents’ Characteristics, N=705
n (%) or Mean
(SD)
56.5 (14.7)

Age (years)
Gender

Male
Female

157 (22.3)
548 (77.7)

Race/Ethnicity

Minority (NHB, Hispanic, or
Other)
NHW

243 (34.5)

Education

< HS diploma or GED
HS diploma or GED
Some College or Higher

80 (11.4)
251 (35.6)
374 (53.1)

Employment Status

Not Employed
Retired
Employed

159 (22.6)
222 (31.5)
324 (46.0)

Household Income

< $20,000 per year
≥ $20,000 per year

204 (28.9)
501 (71.1)

SNAP Status

No
Yes

635 (90.1)
70 (9.9)

Spouse or Partner

No
Yes

253 (35.9)
452 (64.1)

# of Household
Members
Urbanicity

462 (65.5)

2.5 (1.4)
Non-Urban
Urban

558 (79.1)
147 (20.9)
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Table 5.2. Descriptive Statistics of Perceived and GIS-based Food Environment
Measures, N=705
Mean (SD)
Perceived Availability of Healthy Foods
Availability of Healthy Foods (Scoring Range: 0-12)

6.2 (3.6)

GIS-based Food Outlet Measures
Availability of Retail Food Outlets (Number within 1 mile
buffer)
Supermarkets
Convenience
Drug and Pharmacy
Dollar and Variety
Franchised Fast Food

0.1 (0.5)
0.9 (1.9)
0.2 (0.6)
0.2 (0.7)
0.6 (1.8)

Accessibility of Retail Food Outlets (Distance to nearest in
miles)
Supermarkets
Convenience
Drug and Pharmacy
Dollar and Variety
Franchised Fast Food

5.9 (4.5)
2.9 (2.6)
7.8 (5.9)
5.1 (4.1)
6.1 (5.1)
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Table 5.3. Relationship Between GIS-based Food Outlet Measures and Perceived
Availability of Healthy Foods, Models For Each Food Outlet Type Separately, N=705

Availability of Retail Food
Outlets (Number within 1 mile
buffer)
Supermarkets
Convenience
Drug and Pharmacy
Dollar and Variety
Franchised Fast Food

Unique
R2

β

SE

P-value

Model R2

0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01

1.27
0.33
0.93
0.72
0.21

0.29
0.07
0.24
0.19
0.08

<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0002
0.0002
0.0067

0.14
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.12

Accessibility of Retail Food
Outlets (Distance to nearest in
miles)
Supermarkets
0.04
0.15
-0.18
0.03
<0.0001
Convenience
0.02
0.13
-0.20
0.05
0.0001
Drug and Pharmacy
0.01
0.12
-0.07
0.03
0.0090
Dollar and Variety
0.04
0.16
-0.20
0.03
<0.0001
Franchised Fast Food
0.01
0.12
-0.07
0.03
0.0178
Note: All models adjusted for age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, employment status,
household income, SNAP status, spouse or partner, # of household members, and
urbanicity
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Table 5.4. Relationship Between GIS-based Food Outlet Measures and Perceived Availability of Healthy Foods, Final Model With
All Food Outlet Types, N=705
All*
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Availability of Retail Food Outlets
(Number within 1 mile buffer)
Supermarkets
Convenience
Drug and Pharmacy
Dollar and Variety
Franchised Fast Food
Model R2
Accessibility of Retail Food
Outlets (Distance to nearest in
miles)
Supermarkets
Convenience
Drug and Pharmacy

Unique
R2

β

SE

P-value

Unique
R2

0.005
0.005
0.0002
0.0005
0.0009
0.13

0.76
0.22
0.14
0.16
-0.09

0.39
0.12
0.35
0.25
0.11

0.0515
0.0552
0.6810
0.5152
0.3852

0.02
0.00005
0.005
0.0008
0.0009
0.14

Urban
N=147
β
SE

0.65
0.01
0.36
0.15
-0.04

0.42
0.15
0.41
0.44
0.11

P-value

Unique
R2

0.1262
0.9329
0.3875
0.7206
0.7188

0.004
0.01
0.0002
0.0008
0.0001
0.07

Non-Urban
N=558
β
SE

P-value

1.11
0.45
0.18
-0.26
0.05

0.1442
0.0128
0.7436
0.5080
0.8386

0.76
0.18
0.56
0.39
0.23

0.01
-0.16 0.05 0.0022
0.09
-1.73
0.44 0.0001
0.01
-0.15 0.06 0.0082
0.0001 -0.02 0.07 0.7927
0.002
0.24
0.39 0.5312
0.0001 -0.01 0.07 0.8526
0.0000 0.002 0.04 0.9465
0.002
-0.25
0.40 0.5293 0.00004 0.006 0.04 0.8808
1
Dollar and Variety
0.01
0.49
0.38 0.1954
0.01
-0.15 0.05 0.0044
0.01
-0.16 0.06 0.0047
Franchised Fast Food
0.004
0.43
0.50 0.3843
0.01
0.11 0.05 0.0136
0.01
0.11 0.05 0.0237
0.17
0.17
0.09
Model R2
Note. All models adjusted age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, employment status, household income, SNAP status, spouse or partner, and # of
household members
*Adjusted for urbanicity
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Abstract
Geographic information systems (GIS) have frequently been used to define fast
food availability in food environment research. However, perception measures may be
equally important in understanding how individuals view their environment and make
food choices. To date, no study has examined the relationship between perceived fast
food availability and GIS-based measures of the food environment. Telephone survey
data from 705 residents in an eight-county region of South Carolina were used to
examine the relationship between GIS-based food outlet measures and resident’s
perceived fast food availability. Neither the number of fast food outlets in a
neighborhood, nor the distances to the nearest fast food outlet were significant predictors
of perceived fast food availability when controlling for all other food outlets. However,
GIS-based measures of drug and pharmacy stores and distance to the nearest supermarket
were significantly associated with perceived fast food availability. When stratified by
urbanicity, the number of fast food outlets was significantly associated with perceived
availability in non-urban residents. Findings suggest that GIS-based food outlet measures
are not appropriate indicators of how individuals perceive fast food availability given the
inconsistent nature of the associations.
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Introduction
The relationship between fast food opportunities and diet has become an area of
interest in food environment research (1). Foods purchased at fast food restaurants
account for nearly 15% of children and adults’ diets in the United States (2) (3).
Additionally, the number of fast food outlets has increased dramatically over the years (4)
(5) (6). Researchers have hypothesized that the greater availability of and access to fast
food outlets contribute to the obesity epidemic by promoting unhealthy eating behaviors
characterized by higher-calorie meals (4). However, studies examining the influence of
fast food outlets have found mixed results when relating fast food restaurant availability
to diet quality and weight status (4) (7) (5). Moreover, many studies using geographic
information systems (GIS) to measure fast food exposure have not found a relationship
between GIS-based fast food availability and fast food consumption (8) (9) (10). In
contrast studies using perceived measures of fast food availability have reported
significant associations (11) (9).
The choice of fast food availability/opportunity measure could be responsible for
inconsistencies between studies. To date, most studies have utilized objective measures
of fast food exposure via GIS (4) (12) (13) (14). However, relying on secondary data
sources, this approach is subject to inaccuracies in the number of food outlets accounted
for, the outlet type designation, and outlets’ geospatial locations (4) (15) (16).
Individuals’ perception of fast food availability has emerged as another method to
characterize fast food exposure, however, only a few studies have used perceived (i.e.
subjective) measures of fast food availability in relation with fast food consumption and
diet quality (11) (9) (17). Specifically, Moore et al. (2009) reported that participants who
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lived in areas with higher self-reported exposure to fast food had a 27% higher odds of
consuming fast food near their home compared to those who lived in areas with lower
reported exposure (9). Ho and colleagues (2010) have found perceived availability of
fast food to be significantly associated with higher fast food consumption in a sample of
adolescents boys (17). However, to the best of our knowledge the relationship between
perceived and GIS-based fast food availability has not been examined.
Furthermore, some researchers have pointed out that identifying fast food
restaurants as a sole source of fast food underestimates neighborhood exposure to fast
food (18). Studies should consider non-traditional sources such as supermarkets and
convenience stores as potential fast food and takeaway sources (18) (19). In addition to
types of venues, researchers have shown that fast food outlets and supermarkets tend to
cluster geographically (20). Thus, it is possible in a food environment to have
supermarkets, fast food chains, and convenience stores in close proximity to one another.
Moreover, previous studies have not looked at the association between GIS-based
measures of non-traditional fast food outlets and the perception of fast food availability.
In this study, we sought to examine the relationship between individuals’
perceived availability of fast food restaurants in their neighborhood and the GIS-based
measures of fast food restaurant availability. Additionally, we evaluated the relationship
between the perceived availability of fast food restaurants and GIS-based measures of
other possible food outlet types such as supermarkets, convenience stores, dollar and
variety stores, and drug and pharmacy venues and their impact on the association
between the perceived and GIS-based fast food availability.
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Methods
This is a cross-sectional study utilizing responses from a telephone survey
consisting of 968 primary household food shoppers including GIS-based measures of
their food environment. The study area consisted of a contiguous geographical area
encompassing a total of eight counties (seven rural and one urban) in the Midlands region
of the state of South Carolina (SC). This was a supplement analyses related to a larger
research effort developing measures of the built nutritional environment (15) (16) and
examining perceptions, shopping behaviors, and diet in residents in the eight-county
study region (21) (22). This study was approved by the University of South Carolina
Institutional Review Board.

Study Participants
Recruitment of study participants was geographically-based in order to achieve a
good spatial coverage of the entire study area. Selection was done through a random
selection of landline telephone numbers with listed addresses restricted to 64 eligible ZIP
codes within the study area with a goal of 15 respondents per ZIP code. Recruitment
calls were made by the interviewing staff of the University of South Carolina (USC)
Survey Research Laboratory (SRL) in which respondents were screened with respect to
meeting the eligibility criteria including being a) at least 18 years, b) the primary food
shopper, c) capable of speaking English, and d) living in the eight county study area. Of
the 2,477 household telephone numbers screened, a total of 968 residents were eligible
and completed the interview. However, there were 553 refusals, 377 ineligibles, and 579
of non-contact, unknown, or other status. Applying the American Association for Public
Opinion Research Response Rate Formula 4 (23), we estimated a response rate of 47%,
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which is very comparable to the 49% among landline households achieved in a recent
evaluation of the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System landline response rates
conducted in 18 US states (24).

Perceived Fast Food Availability
Perceived fast food availability was ascertained by a previously validated question
utilized in the telephone survey (25). Survey participants were asked to indicate the
extent to which they agree with the following statement: “There are many opportunities
to purchase fast foods in my neighborhood such as McDonald’s, Taco Bell, KFC and
takeout pizza places etc.” Survey responses included “strongly agree”=1, “agree”=2,
“neither agree or disagree (neutral)”=3, “disagree”=3, and “strongly disagree”=5. For
analyses, responses were reverse coded to range from 0 – 4. A score of 0 indicated the
worst perceived availability of fast food opportunities and 4 indicated the best perceived
availability of fast food. The test-retest reliability of this question has been found to be
good in our study sample, ICC=0.66 (0.54, 0.76) (21).

GIS-based Measures of the Food Environment
All geo-spatial analyses were conducted using ArcGIS 10.0 (ESRI Redlands, CA
2010). GIS-based measures were calculated using the geocoded residents’ home address
as the point of reference with a one mile street and road network buffer representing their
neighborhood boundary. The addresses were then linked with an existing, validated
geospatial database on the food retail outlets (15) (16) and the number of food outlets
within the buffer and the distance to the nearest food outlet of each type calculated using
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the shortest street distance based on the TIGER 2008 road network (U.S. Census
TIGER/Line, 2008) (26). The food outlet types included franchised fast food restaurants,
supermarkets, supercenters, warehouse clubs, convenience stores, drug and pharmacy
stores, and dollar and variety stores. Supermarkets, supercenters, and warehouse clubs
were all aggregated and considered as “supermarkets”.

Resident Characteristics
The telephone survey also included questions on demographic and socioeconomic characteristics. These questions were largely based on the Behavioral Risk
Factor Surveillance Survey (BRFSS) (27). Age (in years) and the number of individuals
living in a participant’s household were both continuous variables. Race/ethnicity was
categorized as Non-Hispanic White and Minority (Non-Hispanic Black or African
American, Hispanic, and/or other). Annual household income was categorized as less
than $20,000 or $20,000 or more. Education consisted of 3 groups: (1) not a high school
graduate, (2) high school graduate or GED only, and (3) some college or higher. Partner
and SNAP status were both dichotomous, coded as “yes” or “no”. Employment status
was a categorical variable grouped as employed, not employed, or retired. Each resident
was classified individually with respect to level of urbanicity using the a 2010 U.S.
Census defined urban classification (28) via a point-in-polygon operation within ArcGIS.

Statistical Analyses
Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression models were used to assess the
relationship between the GIS-based food retail outlet measures and the perceived
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availability of fast food. Covariates included age, gender, race/ethnicity, education,
employment, household income, SNAP utilization, partner status, household size, and
level of urbanicity. Assumptions for OLS regression included linearity independent
observations and linearity, homoscedasticity, and normality of the residuals. No
violations were noted and multicolinearity was tested using variance inflation factors
(VIF) and tolerance. To examine the independent influence of each GIS-based food
outlet measure, without controlling for the other food outlet types, we examined separate
models in which only one food outlet type was included in addition to covariates. Next,
we examined models in which all GIS-based availability or accessibility measures for
each food outlet type were included. The R2 of each model was examined to determine
how much each model explained the variance in perceived availability of fast food
availability. The Unique R2 was used to examine the unique contributions each GISbased food outlet measure made in examining the variation in the perceived availability
of fast foods. Final models were also stratified by urbanicity to examine relationships
between GIS-based measures of the food environment and perceived availability of fast
food in urban and non-urban residents separately.

Results
The majority of participants in our study were female (77.7%), Non-Hispanic
White (65.5%), and lived in non-urban neighborhoods (77.5%) (Table 1). On average,
participants were 57 years old and more than half had some college education or higher
(53.1%). Only 11% of participants did not have a high school diploma or GED. Nearly
23% of participants were unemployed, 32% retired, and 29% had a household income
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less than $20,000 per year. Sixty-four percent had a spouse or partner and on average,
each household included 2.5 residents.
The mean number of food outlets in participants’ neighborhoods was quite low,
ranging from 0.1 outlet within 1 mile of a participant’s home for supermarkets to 0.9 for
convenience stores (Table 2). The mean number of franchised fast food restaurants was
only 0.6. Many participants did not have fast food restaurants (84%), supermarkets
(88.7%), and other food outlet types near their home. The mean distance to the nearest
fast food restaurant for participants was 6.1 miles while the distances for other food
outlets ranged from 2.9 miles for convenience stores to 7.8 miles for a drug and
pharmacy stores. Finally, the mean perceived availability of fast food opportunities score
was 1.9 on a scale of 0 to 4 for the entire study sample.
As shown in Table 3, both the number of fast food restaurants and distance to the
nearest fast food restaurant were significantly associated with perceived availability of
fast food (β =0.11, p-value=0.0005 and β =-0.07, p-value<0.0001, respectively).
Similarly, the number of supermarkets, convenience stores, and drug and pharmacy stores
all had a significant positive association with perceived fast food availability, whereas the
distance to these other food outlet types had a significant negative association with
perceived fast food availability. 15 to 20% of the variation was explained in all models.
However, the unique contribution of each of the GIS-based measures was quite small,
ranging from 1 to 5% using the distance to the nearest measures and 0.4 to 2% using the
number of outlets.
Results of two final OLS models accounting for GIS-based measures for all food
outlet types are displayed in Table 4. Only one significant relationship remained, i.e. the
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number of drug and pharmacy stores had a significant positive association with perceived
fast food opportunity (β=0.44, p-value=0.0021), though the unique R2 was very low at
1%. However in non-urban residents, there was a significant positive association
between number of franchised fast food outlets and perceived availability of fast food
opportunities (β=0.20, p-value=0.0367). However, fast food outlets only accounted for
1% of the variation.
Overall, distance to the nearest franchised fast food restaurant did not have a
significant relationship with perceived availability of fast food when accounting for
distance to all other food outlet types. Significant relationships were found between
distance to nearest supermarket and drug and pharmacy stores (β=-0.08, p-value=0.0003
and β=-0.03, p-value=0.0403, respectively). However, neither food outlet type measure
explained greater than 1% of the variation. Additionally, when stratifying by urbanicity,
this relationship was not observed in urban residents.

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the relationship
between perceived fast food opportunities and exposure to fast food outlets as measured
by GIS. Neither the number of fast food outlets in a person’s neighborhood nor the
distance to the nearest fast food restaurant was independently associated with perceived
fast food opportunities in this study once one controlled for the co-location of other food
outlet types. GIS-based measures of fast food restaurants did not seem to contribute to
how individuals perceive fast food availability in their neighborhood. Surprisingly, other
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food outlets such as drug and pharmacy stores and supermarkets did exhibit some
significant associations with perceived fast food availability.
Visits to fast food restaurants and fast food consumption have increased
dramatically over the past 40 years (29,30) (31,32). Over thirty-seven percent of sales of
meals and snacks away from home are at food venues such as fast food restaurants (2).
Researchers have linked frequent fast food consumption with a less healthful, highcalorie diet and increased BMI (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41). However,
when relating fast food restaurant availability, diet quality, and weight status, the findings
have been varied (4) (7) (5) (33) (42) (43) (44) (45) (8) (46) (47). Inconsistencies in the
literature demonstrate a need to investigate valid and reliable measures of the food
environment in order to shape strategies to improve individuals’ food choices.
We have previously examined the association between participants’ self-reported
presence of a fast food restaurant and GIS-based presence. There, the participants were
asked a factual-sounding question whether they had a fast food restaurant within a mile of
their home. We found that participants’ had a very accurate recollection (percent
agreement of 83.5%) when reporting the presence or absence of a fast food restaurant
within 1 mile of their home [Barnes2013]. Findings suggested that individuals have a
good idea of what is physically present in their neighborhood environment. However,
when asked a more opinion-oriented question on rating their opportunities to purchase
fast food, we found that GIS-based measures were not good predictors. Thus, we
conclude that a person’s perception of opportunities to purchase fast food is a different
concept than a person’s perceived presence of a fast food outlet. Individual’s personal
preferences, lifestyle, and behaviors may better predict individuals’ perceived availability
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of fast food. Future studies using perception measures should carefully consider the
questions utilized and not assume a correlation or substitution for GIS-based measures or
vice versa.
A novel aspect of this study was that we also considered the association between
perceived fast food availability and other types of food outlets such as supermarkets,
convenience stores, and dollar and variety stores. It has been suggested in the literature
that venues such as supermarkets and convenience stores which can contain “delis” and
takeaway food items could be considered ‘non-traditional’ fast food venues (18). In
addition, dollar and variety and drug and pharmacy stores have shelf space and freezer
coolers available in which takeaway food items could be displayed. It could be the case
that in our study population, individuals living in closer proximity to supermarkets and
drug stores rated the perceived availability of fast food higher by considering such
amenities. Other strengths of this study is the use of a validated questionnaire examining
the perceived fast food opportunities (21), and the use of validated, GIS data on food
outlets (15) (16). Our study also included two GIS-based measures. Moreover, our study
included GIS of availability i.e. number of food outlets and the distance to nearest food
outlet in the analyses. Lastly, our study area contained both urban and non-urban
communities.
Nonetheless there are several imitations to our study. Our survey sample was
limited to the primary food shoppers of their household and consisted of older adults who
may or may not eat out as much as younger adults or individuals living in the household.
Thus, our findings may not be generalizable. Secondly, the perceived fast food
opportunity measure was self-report and could be open to biases. Individuals’
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perceptions of what constitutes a fast food restaurant may differ from the examples
provided in the survey. For example, individuals may consider different food outlets
such as sit down restaurants or supermarket delis as fast food. Additionally, individuals
may overestimate the size of a 1mile buffer or 20 minute walk around their home and
associate the question on fast food opportunities much more broadly.
In this study, we examined the relationship between perceived fast food
availability and GIS-based measures of fast food restaurants and other food outlet types.
We had hypothesized that GIS-based measures of food outlets would be strong predictors
of individual’s perceived access to fast food in their neighborhood instead we found no
significant association when controlling for all other food outlet types. Findings from
this study could be helpful in providing a direction for future studies that aim to capture
what factors, whether personal, environmental, or both, influence dietary behavior and
obesity. Moreover, these results emphasize that future studies may have to consider both
perceived and GIS-based measures of the food environment because there may not be a
direct correlation between the two types of measurement (7) (9,48).
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Table 6.1. Descriptive Statistics of Residents’ Characteristics, N=705
n (%) or Mean
(SD)
56.5 (14.7)

Age (years)
Gender

Male
Female

157 (22.3)
548 (77.7)

Race/Ethnicity

Minority (NHB, Hispanic, or
Other)
NHW

243 (34.5)

Education

< HS diploma or GED
HS diploma or GED
Some College or Higher

80 (11.4)
251 (35.6)
374 (53.1)

Employment Status

Not Employed
Retired
Employed

159 (22.6)
222 (31.5)
324 (46.0)

Household Income

< $20,000 per year
≥ $20,000 per year

204 (28.9)
501 (71.1)

SNAP Status

No
Yes

635 (90.1)
70 (9.9)

Spouse or Partner

No
Yes

253 (35.9)
452 (64.1)

# of Household
Members
Urbanicity

462 (65.5)

2.5 (1.4)
Non-Urban
Urban

558 (79.1)
147 (20.9)
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Table 6.2. Descriptive Statistics of Perceived and GIS-based Food Environment
Measures, N=705
Mean (SD)
Perceived Availability of Healthy Foods
Fast Food Opportunity (Scoring Range: 0-4)

1.9 (1.5)

GIS-based Food Outlet Measures
Availability of Retail Food Outlets (Number within 1 mile
buffer)
Franchised Fast Food
Supermarkets
Convenience
Drug and Pharmacy
Dollar and Variety

0.6 (1.8)
0.1 (0.5)
0.9 (1.9)
0.2 (0.6)
0.2 (0.7)

Accessibility of Retail Food Outlets (Distance to nearest in
miles)
Franchised Fast Food
Supermarkets
Convenience
Drug and Pharmacy
Dollar and Variety

6.1 (5.1)
5.9 (4.5)
2.9 (2.6)
7.8 (5.9)
5.1 (4.1)
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Table 6.3. Relationship Between GIS-based Food Outlet Measures and Perceived Fast
Food Opportunities, For Each Food Outlet Type Separately, N=705

Availability of Retail Food
Outlets (Number within 1 mile
buffer)
Franchised Fast Food
Supermarkets
Convenience
Drug and Pharmacy
Dollar and Variety

Unique
R2

β

SE

P-value

Model R2

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.004

0.11
0.30
0.07
0.44
0.14

0.03
0.12
0.03
0.10
0.08

0.0005
0.0122
0.0172
<0.0001
0.06285

0.16
0.16
0.15
0.17
0.15

Accessibility of Retail Food
Outlets (Distance to nearest in
miles)
Franchised Fast Food
0.04
0.19
-0.07
0.01
<0.0001
Supermarkets
0.05
0.20
-0.08
0.01
<0.0001
Convenience
0.01
0.16
-0.06
0.02
0.0095
Drug and Pharmacy
0.04
0.19
-0.06
0.01
<0.0001
Dollar and Variety
0.02
0.16
-0.05
0.01
0.0003
Note: All models adjusted for age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, employment status,
household income, SNAP status, spouse or partner, # of household members, and
urbanicity
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Table 6.4. Relationship Between GIS-based Food Outlet Measures and Perceived Fast Food Opportunities, All Food Outlet Types,
N=705
All*
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Availability of Retail Food Outlets
(Number within 1 mile buffer)
Franchised Fast Food
Supermarkets
Convenience
Drug and Pharmacy
Dollar and Variety
Model R2
Accessibility of Retail Food
Outlets (Distance to nearest in
miles)
Franchised Fast Food
Supermarkets
Convenience

Unique
R2

β

SE

P-value

Unique
R2

0.003
0.0001
0.001
0.01
0.0000
003
0.17

0.07
-0.05
-0.05
0.44
0.002

0.04
0.16
0.05
0.14
0.10

0.0918
0.7506
0.3008
0.0021
0.9870

0.006
0.004
0.01
0.08
0.003
0.21

Urban
N=147
β
SE

0.05
-0.15
-0.08
0.63
0.13

0.05
0.18
0.06
0.17
0.18

P-value

Unique
R2

0.3275
0.3992
0.1681
0.0004
0.4886

0.01
0.0003
0.0001
0.006
0.002

Non-Urban
N=558
β
SE

P-value

0.20
0.13
-0.02
0.43
-0.19

0.0367
0.6781
0.8347
0.0573
0.2408

0.09
0.31
0.07
0.23
0.16

0.08

0.001
-0.01 0.02 0.4596
0.0002
-0.04
0.21 0.8401
0.001
-0.01 0.02 0.4346
0.01
0.004
-0.17
0.19 0.3767
0.02
-0.08 0.02 0.0003
-0.08 0.02 0.0005
0.0000 0.005 0.03 0.8604
0.006
0.18
0.17 0.2835
0.0002
0.01 0.03 0.7464
4
Drug and Pharmacy
0.005
0.02
-0.32
0.17 0.0697
0.005
-0.02 0.01 0.0923
-0.03 0.01 0.0403
Dollar and Variety
0.004
0.04 0.02 0.0734
0.002
-0.10
0.16 0.5266
0.007
0.04 0.02 0.0639
0.21
0.28
0.12
Model R2
Note. All models adjusted age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, employment status, household income, SNAP status, spouse or partner, and # of
household members
*Adjusted for urbanicity
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Overview of Key Findings
This dissertation examined associations between the perceived and built food
environment. Specifically, GIS-based availability and accessibility measures of food
outlets were related to the perceived presence of food outlets, perceived availability of
healthy foods, and perceived availability of fast foods.
Over the past few years, both perceived and GIS-based measures have been used
in food environment research, however, the use of GIS-based measures to characterize
the availability of food outlets outnumbers self-report or questionnaire-based measures 57
to 10 (130) (146). Researchers have tended to rely on GIS-based measures because these
methods have been quicker and cheaper than administering questionnaires and, in the
majority of cases, easier than ground-truthing and auditing the food environment (141)
(146). Another benefit of characterizing the food environment via GIS is that it can be
performed retrospectively or prospectively through data linkage. However, as pointed
out by Caspi and colleagues, GIS measures should be used when the attributes provided
by such measures are theoretically relevant (146). It may be the case, that GIS-based
measures cannot account for all factors and influences in a person’s food environment.
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Moreover, some aspects of the food environment may only be derived from asking
individuals’ about their neighborhood (146).
There were many hypotheses related to the aims of this dissertation. First, it was
hypothesized that individuals would have a moderate agreement between the perceived
and GIS-based presence of food outlets, with supermarkets having the best agreement. It
was also hypothesized that there would be a significant positive association between the
perception of healthy foods and the availability and accessibility of supermarkets.
Contrarily, it was hypothesized there would be a negative association between the
perception of healthy foods and the availability of “less healthy” food outlets such as
convenience stores, drug and pharmacies, dollar and variety, and fast food restaurants.
Lastly, it was hypothesized that a positive association would exist between the perceived
availability of fast food opportunities and GIS-based availability and accessibility
measures of fast food restaurants.
Findings did suggest that individuals were quite aware of the presence of food
outlets in their neighborhood food environment, especially for supermarkets, convenience
stores, and fast food restaurants. Specifically, residents had a percent agreement for food
outlets ranging from 67.1% to 83.5% using a standard 1 mile GIS-based neighborhood
buffer size. Additionally, sensitivities ranged from 82.3% to 92.5% with supermarkets
and convenience stores having the highest sensitivity values (92.5% and 90.1%,
respectively). Percent agreement and sensitivity for fast food restaurants were 83.5% and
82.3%, respectively using a 1 mile buffer size. To the best of my knowledge, only two
studies have included analyses comparing perceived and GIS-based presence of food
outlets directly (45,147). In a sample of 1393 women, aged 18 – 65 years, in Melbourne,
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Australia, Williams and colleagues found that the match between the perceived and
objective food environment was quite poor, reporting approximately 50% of women had
a complete agreement or disagreement between their perceptions and objective measure
of supermarket presence within 800m (~0.5 miles) of their home (45). For a fast food
store, the match was only 40%. This outcome is much different than our study in which
we had a good percent agreement for both supermarkets and fast food restaurants (77.9%
and 83.5%, respectively).
However, when examining the relationship between the GIS-based measures of
food outlets and the perceived availability of healthy foods, only the accessibility of
supermarkets was significantly associated with perceived availability of healthy foods
(β=-0.16, P-value=0.0022) when controlling for other food outlets. In addition, the
accessibility of dollar and variety stores and fast food restaurants were significantly
associated with perceived availability of healthy foods, but dollar and variety stores were
in the opposite direction as expected (β=-0.15, P-value=0.0044 and β=0.11, Pvalue=0.0136, respectively). These findings differ from previous studies that have
suggested a significant positive association between supermarket availability, either by
presence or number of stores, with perceived availability of healthy foods (50) (53). In a
study by Moore et al., residents living in areas with lower densities of supermarkets
reported a lower selection and availability of healthy foods compared to areas with high
densities of supermarkets (50). However, this study did not adjust for other food outlet
types in their analyses. In another study, Gustafson et al. found that individuals with a
convenience store and a supercenter present had higher odds of perceiving their
neighborhood high in healthy food availability (53). However in the same study,
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Gustafson et al. did not find a significant association when considering supermarkets,
supercenters, and convenience stores separately (53).
As for fast food, there was no association found in this dissertation between the
GIS-based availability and accessibility measures of fast food and the perceived
availability of fast food restaurants (β=0.07, P-value=0.0918 and (β=-0.01, Pvalue=0.4596) when controlling for all other food outlets. This was surprising given our
hypothesis; however, to the best of my knowledge, this is one of the first studies to
examine the relationship between perceived fast food opportunities and GIS-based
exposure to fast food outlets directly.
Overall, these results call into question whether or not GIS-based food outlet
measures are good indicators of how individuals may rate the availability of fruits and
vegetables or fast food opportunities in their neighborhood food environment. Moreover,
it is reasonable to suggest that a person’s perception of healthy foods and fast food
opportunities measure entirely different aspects of the food environment compared to the
GIS-based availability and accessibility measures. This is in contrast to how individuals
perceive the presence of a food outlet in their neighborhood. In that case, individuals’
seem to know whether or not a supermarket or fast food restaurant is presence, but the
presence or proximity of those outlets are not significantly associated with perceived
availability of healthy foods or fast food. It may also be reasonable to suggest that
researchers should consider using a mixed-approach when characterizing individuals’
food environments, using both objective, GIS-based measures and individuals’
perceptions of their environment. Perception measures should carefully consider the
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questions utilized and not assume a correlation or substitution for GIS-based measures or
vice versa.
Results may also point out some difference between using an availability measure
versus accessibility when describing the food environment. In these analyses, more
significant associations were found using the accessibility measure i.e. distance to nearest
outlet than the availability or number of food outlets within a person’s neighborhood.

Neighborhood Size
This dissertation also examined whether using different boundaries to define the
GIS-based neighborhood would change the agreement between perceived presence of
food outlet types and the GIS-based presence. Findings indicated that validity statistics
significantly improved when increasing the buffer sizes. Thus, individuals may be
overestimating the size of their neighborhood instead of conceptualizing a buffer of one
mile as requested by the question. Researchers should consider using larger buffer sizes
i.e. 2 miles or conduct sensitivity analyses in order to find the appropriate parameters that
best define the neighborhood food environments of their study populations.

Urban and Non-Urban Differences
Finally, this dissertation compared the associations between the perceived and
GIS-based food environment between urban and non-urban residents. When examining
perceived and GIS-based presence, urban residents had a significantly higher sensitivity
and positive predictive values and lower specificity values than non-urban residents.
However, only the percent agreement between perceived and GIS-based presence of
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supermarkets was significantly different between urban and non-urban residents using a 1
mile GIS-based buffer. Differences between urban and non-urban residents had also
been observed in testing the reliability of the perception questions themselves.
Specifically, urban residents demonstrated better reliability on questions pertaining to
opportunities to purchase fast food and perceived presence of a supercenter than nonurban residents (148). Additionally, the ICCs for the other perceptions questions
including healthy food availability were consistently higher for urban than rural residents
(148).
The relationship between GIS-based availability and accessibility measures of
food outlets and perceived availability of healthy foods seemed to differ by urbanicity in
a few food outlet types. Specifically, the magnitude of the relationship between the
accessibility of supermarkets and perceived availability of healthy foods was much
higher in urban residents compared to non-urban residents. Additionally, the
accessibility of dollar and variety stores and accessibility of fast food restaurants were
only significantly associated with perceived availability of healthy foods in non-urban
residents compared to urban residents. Differences have been found in other studies. For
example, the study by Moore et al. included residents living in North Carolina, Maryland,
and New York with areas differing in population density and urbanicity(50). Given
these differences, Moore and et al. found evidence of regional variation in the
relationship between store densities and perceived availability of healthy foods. For
example, supermarket density was found to be most strongly associated with perceived
availability of healthy foods in North Carolina compared to the higher populated areas of
Maryland and New York (50). However, in these analyses when stratifying by urbanicity
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the relationship between the availability (number of stores) for any food outlet type was
not significantly associated with perceived availability of healthy foods in urban residents
in the final model. In contrast, the perceived availability of healthy foods increased
significantly as the number of convenience stores increased in non-urban residents.
Lastly, there was also a significant association found between the availability of
fast food restaurants and the availability fast food opportunities in non-urban residents
compared to urban residents, but not when modeling the entire study sample.
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